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Macleod condemns
extortionate parking
fines in Chiswick
More parking tickets were issued on Chiswick High Rd than any other street in the UK

A

ccording to Government figures,
Hounslow Council added a staggering £1.36 million to their coffers in
just one year by levying huge fines on
Chiswick High Road.

“I’ve been contacted by a number
of residents who have received unfair and extortionate parking fines
on Chiswick High Road asking
for help. Chiswick High Road is
an extremely popular destination
for visitors and shoppers thanks
to our wonderful cafes, restaurants
and independent shops. Exorbitant
parking fines will only deter people from shopping on our local
high streets and supporting our
small, independent traders. I would
strongly urge the Council, once
again, to allow Chiswick High
Road to benefit from 30 minute
free parking. It’s time for Hounslow Council to start supporting
local business and stop using residents as a cash cow!”

In total, an astonishing 23,780 parking tickets were issued by Hounslow
Council, making Chiswick High Road
more lucrative in terms of fines than
the top ten roads put together in the
UK outside London.
Previously whilst the local MP, Mary
Macleod successfully lobbied Hounslow Council to introduce 30 minute free parking across the Borough
of Hounslow. However, the Council have repeatedly refused to allow
Chiswick High Road the same courtesy due to the vast profits generated
from parking tickets on the street.
Mary Macleod said:

Innovation collective
‘The West Link’
draws a crowd for
their launch event
After setting up headquarters in Chiswick for her private photo-sharing
app, KatchUp, young entrepreneur
Katie Hobbs quickly saw that the area
lacked the right knowledge sharing
and networking between businesses. As the founder of a tech start-up,
Katie had seen the success of the Old
Street’s ‘Silicon Roundabout’ which
benefitted greatly from the launch of
the East London Tech City initiative
in 2011, and knew it was time for a

Online Poll puts
UKIP ahead

similar innovation collective in the
West.

An online poll hosted at chiswickherald.co.uk has put Brentford &
Isleworth UKIP candidate Richard
Hendron ahead of second placed Ruth
Cadbury. Mary Macleod is currently
3rd.

Enter ‘The West Link,’ a new partnership network of West London businesses who push the boundaries in
tech, media, business, art and

The Poll has had just over 800 participants since March 2015. People are
asked ‘Who will you vote for on 7th
May 2015?’.

Full Story - Page 4

As of 5th May 2015, 88% of votes
came from unique IP addresses within Hounslow Borough, 8% were from

the Borough of Ealing and 4% from
the Royal Borough of Richmond
Upon Thames.
24% Conservative: Mary Macleod
7% Green Party: Daniel Goldsmith
2% Independent: Lawrence McCambridge-Audini
28% Labour:Ruth Cadbury
3% Liberal Democrat:Joseph Bourke
34% UKIP: Richard Hendron
Visit chiswickherald.co.uk to take
part in the poll.

WIN 2 TICKETS
TO THE PICS!

See page 42 for details.
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Metropolis Studios in Chiswick to reach further into Europe

M

etropolis Studios are
continuing to establish
themselves as Europe’s leading
studio complex. This week the
Chiswick-based recording and
mastering studio announced
a partnership with Le Third
Floor, the Creative Media
Strategy Consultancy aimed
at connecting its clients with
mainland Europe.
Metropolis is the only studio
based in London to have taken
such steps to solidify their reputation abroad. With Le Third
Floor’s 20 years of experience
and contacts in the global music industry, the studio looks
set to continue to the lead the
way as Europe’s location for
recording, mixing, and mastering.
‘At Le Third Floor we make
sure everything goes to plan.
From our in-house office and
studio we are able to look after
your artists, mixing, mastering
and more!’ - Nicolas Bulostin
and Kevin Reynolds, Le Third
Floor
Le Third Floor owners Nicolas
Bulostin and Kevin Reynolds
are dedicated to developing
European businesses and brand
strategy for clients looking to

maximise their global media
and music ventures. They have
already managed to secure a
number of exciting collaborations for Metropolis including
mastering from France, Turkey, and Belgium, as well as
guitar, microphone and headphone sponsorships from the
USA, Australia, and Sweden.
‘We here at Metropolis are excited to welcome our new partners Le Third Floor as creative
consultants, and are fully confident that our work together
will enable even greater reach
to new audiences abroad.’ - Ian
Brenchley, CEO Metropolis
Studios
As independent organisations
with considerable influence in
the music industry, Metropolis
and Le Third Floor are a perfect match for collaboration.
The partnership is mutually
beneficial, not only for the studio and consultancy but also
their wider clientele and the
music industry as a whole.
For Metropolis, Le Third Floor
are in the best position to channel the latest productions, releases and collaborations into
the heart of the music industry
with their state-of-the-art SSL

Nicolas Bulostin, Ian Brenchley and Kevin Reynolds

Nucleus recording studio.
Likewise, Le Third Floor will
be well served by Metropolis,
whose studio and Grammy
and Brit-award winning team
of engineers have garnered
success and plaudits for over
25 years.
This new and exciting part-

nership between Metropolis
and Le Third Floor represents
a coming together of two
like-minded businesses, and
should do well to set the studio
on course for becoming ever
more established and influential in Europe.
For more information about Le
Third Floor - an independent

London-based
international
creative media consultancy visit their website. To make an
enquiry about Le Third Floor’s
services, contact them on (+44)
0208 742 1111 or email media@lethirdfloor.com.

Student From Gunnersbury Catholic School
elected Member of UK Youth Parliament
“I’d like to help all 18,000
young people in Hounslow get
their voices heard.”

Zara and Areesha

As election fever hits Hounslow, our first votes have already taken place – for the
UK youth parliament. Zara
Qureshi from Gunnersbury
Catholic School and Areesha
Ahmed from Heston Community School are celebrating
after being chosen as Member and Deputy Member of
the UK Youth Parliament for
Hounslow in a record-breaking election.
Nineteen young people from
Hounslow’s schools stood for
election, achieving the highest ever total of votes cast in
the borough in an election organised by Hounslow Youth
Council.
Zara said:

“I’d like to thank all the young
people in Hounslow who voted. This election has demonstrated the level of interest
young people have in decision-making and that young
people deserve to have a voice
in decisions made about them.”
Zara’s campaign priorities are
working to improve mental
health services for young people and campaigning to lower
the voting age to 16.
Areesha also spoke to thank
everybody who voted, saying
she would like to use her position to promote opportunities
for all Hounslow students to
realise their potential.
Areesha said:

The UK Youth Parliament
(UKYP) is a youth organisation
in the United Kingdom, made
up of democratically elected
members aged between 11 and
18. Formed in 2000, the parliament now consists of around
600 members, who are elected
to represent the views of young
people in their area to government and service providers.
Over 500,000 young people
vote in the elections each year,
which are held in at least 90
percent of constituencies. It is
currently managed by the British Youth Council.
In Hounslow, the work of the
UK Youth Parliament members
is supported by the Hounslow
Youth Council, who meet regularly at Hounslow Youth Centre.
Any young person living,
working or studying in the
borough can join the Youth
Council – for more information
contact Stephen.Hutchinson@
hounslow.gov.uk or see www.
younghounslow.info
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Story continued from front
page education. On 29/04/15 The
West Link hosted its first linkup, Wine in W4, marking the
launch of this exciting initiative. Sticking to the network’s
Chiswick roots, the event was
held at members’ club High
Road House and focused on
connecting this group of innovators and founding members
to begin The West Link’s journey.
With nearly 150 attendees, the
turnout for Wine in W4 proves
that this is a much-needed initiative for this area. From The
Hounslow Chamber of Commerce to GSK, support for The
West Link was wide-ranging
and refreshingly diverse. Other
companies represented at Wine
in W4 included: LoyalZoo,
Ugli Campus, The Challenge,
TVT, Spark!, Task Squad,
thinkingbob, Urban Villa and
many more.
During the wine-fuelled brainstorming meet-up, guests were
invited to create profile cards

Kate Hobbs

telling us why they’re great.
This unique start was a breath
of fresh air for those so used to
name tag networking.
By the time Katie and her cohost from iBurbia Studios, Nigel Walley, gave their introductory remarks, the walls were
plastered with business cards
and profiles. A sign of excitement from these early adopters
of The West Link
Nigel spoke about his previous experience uniting West
London’s media, tech and television industries through the
networking group TV Triangle,
a well-established group of the
giants of The Golden Mile and
beyond.
Katie introduced the vision
for The West Link, saying “if
we can collectively pool our
knowledge, experience, expertise and creativity then we
will create an unrivalled hub of
innovation, right here in West
London”. Drawing from her
own experience of endless time
spent searching for the right
funding, office space, employ-

ees and business partners, she
said fellow entrepreneurs could
reach their goals in “a tenth of
the time” with a resource hub
like The West Link.

sion with Ducky Productions
Founder Gail Shock, follow
and tweet ‘I’m ready to transform’ to @duckylifestyle and
@TheWestLink

In the coming months, Katie
and her West Link partners
plan to source government
funding for the initiative and
secure a flagship premises
which will be host to startup incubators, affordable and
flexible co-working space, and
facilitate links between SMEs,
large businesses and graduates.

For your chance to win a free
SEO audit, worth £720, from
digital creative agency Freely,
follow @TheWestLink and @
FreelyUK

Wine in W4 certainly sparked
enthusiasm for raising the
business profile of West London, plus with a little hint of an
upcoming ‘Gin in W4’ event, it
look’s like The West Link is set
to build on this momentum.
If you attended Wine in W4
and would like to connect with
another attendee, or to be involved in the initiative please
email Minnie@katchup.com

-Winners announced June 1st

Goldsmith
and Hendron
praised
for being
‘refreshing’
and ‘civil’

viewings every
Sunday & Monday
bid in person or online

General sale every week
and 12 specialist departments
Jewellery

Toys & Dolls

Oriental Art

20th Century

Paintings

From friends of The West Link:
For your chance to win a free
transformation coaching ses-

Step Inside ‘The Secret Garden’
New Pop-Up Supper Club launches in Chiswick
Daniel Goldsmith

Green candidate Daniel
Goldsmith and UKIPs
Richard Hendron are being
praised on You Tube for the
manner in which they argued
over issues on Sunday at
Brentford Market

With the rising popularity of
pop up supper clubs all over
London we were excited to
hear that our favourite local
blogger, Alex Froley of www.
myfroley.com, is about to
launch her very own pop-up
supper club in Chiswick.
“I went to my first supper club
last year and I enjoyed it immensely. The care that went
into preparing the food, the
relaxed environment, and getting to know the other guests
around the table. It was just an
all round good vibe.”

Focusing on a vegetarian theme
Alex has chosen no less than
nine tasting dishes to serve at
her supper club to offer a wide
variety of flavours.
“I’m not a vegetarian but I like
to promote healthy eating, and
incorporating more plant based
foods into our diets has fantastic health benefits, but meat
free food is far from dull if
you make it right. I’ve cooked
vegetarian dishes for full time
meat eaters many times and
they’ve always come back for

seconds.”
The cherry on top of the cake
for us is that Alex’s pop ups
are held in a lush green garden
setting in Chiswick, just on our
doorstep.
See the menu on right for Alex
Froley’s next pop up below and
head over to www.grubclub.
com/alex-froley to book your
place at her table on Saturday
23rd May.

Chiswick Herald media partner Brentford TV was there
to watch Daniel Goldsmith
shake on a £10 bet with
Richard Hendron as they
clashed over refugees in the
Mediterranean, foreign aid,
gypsies and Scottish Nats –
as well as who’ll come top
on May 7.
View the video at chiswickherald.co.uk

Vintage Fashion

1 Colville Road
London W3 8BL
020 8992 4442

chiswickauctions.com

auction day

free valuations

Every Tuesday
from 12 noon

Monday to Friday
10am – 6pm
appointments not necessary
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Success of Loyalzoo second crowdfunding campaign reflects year of achievement
Chiswick based Loyalzoo, the UK’s
largest loyalty app for independent
retailers and businesses, has successfully launched a second crowdfunding campaign via Seedrs with a view
to raising £250,000. Within three
days the company has already raised
£170,000 from 62 investors and anticipates that it will exceed the target by
a considerable amount.
This follows Loyalzoo’s initial April
2014 crowdfunding campaign, which
raised £204,000 in less than two
weeks.
Loyalzoo’s appeal can be readily explained as its innovative technology
enables independent merchants to

compete in an increasingly mobile
world. The company’s loyalty app replaces traditional loyalty cards and as
well as giving independents the power
to connect with customers, it enables
those customers to keep their favourite shops’ loyalty programmes in one
place. It is marketed as a local app
that can be used by anyone anywhere
in the world. On average, merchants
using Loyalzoo see a sales increase
of 8 percent from existing customers
without reducing margins.

will be available to over 35,000 merchants across the US and UK.
Explaining the thinking behind the
second round of crowdfunding, Loyalzoo CEO Massimo Sirolla said
“This is a business with tremendous
potential. We have grown steadily
since completing our first funding
round with Seedrs in April last year.
Much has been achieved, both in
terms of product development, product placement and moves to expand
the potential market via commercial

arrangements with merchant service
providers. We are now raising a further round which will help us implement our marketing strategy.”
Why is the crowdfunding campaign
proving such a success? Mr Sirolla
explained “People can see the logic
and potential in what we’re trying to
achieve and there is also a great deal
of empathy with a solution that improves the lot of local retailers in local
communities. It’s a win-win situation

– a good investment opportunity that
helps improve local communities.”
Based in Chiswick, West London,
Loyalzoo is the UK’s largest loyalty app for independent retailers and
businesses. It replaces traditional
loyalty cards and provides the tools
currently only available to big brands
and chains, such as customer analytics, push promotions and social marketing.

In March this year Loyalzoo became
the first loyalty app to offer direct POS
integration for independent retailers
and the app is soon to be released on
First Data’s Clover system, where it

What do do when.......a friend
has a life-limited child
Having a child diagnosed with a
life-limiting condition is every parent’s worst nightmare. But what if it
happens to one of your best friends?
Serious life-changing events can
make or break friendships as we often
don’t know what to say or do and feel
helpless in times of crisis.

parents are reluctant to ask for help.
Being specific about help can feel
very supportive for parents, e.g: “I
know John is staying late to play football at school on Wednesday, would
you like me to pick him up for you?”
BUT don’t take over – always offer
choice.

Shooting Star Chase is a leading children’s hospice charity caring for babies, children and young people in
London and Surrey, with life-limiting
conditions.
Heather Tilley is a Family Support
and Bereavement Counsellor for the
charity and has over a decade of experience in helping families with
life-limited children.
Here she shares how friends can help
from that crushing first diagnosis to
life after loss.

Do talk about your life. Parents are
still interested in what is happening in
their friends’ lives – sometimes it can
be a helpful distraction. Just avoid the
trivial small talk.

Stay in touch. Don’t avoid the family.
Your friend will already have a sense
of losing the child they had expected.
All their expectations have been shattered – this is a loss. They need their
friendships to remain stable otherwise
this is another loss they have to deal
with.

Still invite. Don’t stop inviting parents to social events but be understanding if the invite is declined, parents cancel at the last minute or need
to leave early to attend to their child.
Remember the dads. Often the focus
for support and friendship will be
on the mother but fathers also need
opportunities to talk about their situation or be given a distraction from
what is going on in their life.

Think before you speak. Parents often
feel vulnerable and insensitive comments can compound those feelings
– however well-meaning.

It’s not all negative. Parents will often talk about the positive changes in
their lives for both themselves and
their well children (siblings). They
may want an opportunity to talk about
their child in positive terms and the
joy the child brings to them as a family.

Listen. Listening is much more important than what you might say or
do. There is nothing you can “do” to
change the situation but “being there”
is invaluable and can make a real difference. Just acknowledging how difficult life is at times and having space
to talk about this is important.
Be straight-forward. Sometimes the
parent may not want to talk about the
situation or even see their friends.
You’re not a mind-reader so simply
asking, “do you fancy a chat about
Sam today?” is the best way to approach the subject.

If you would like to help support
Shooting Star Chase why not register
for the charity’s Sunrise Walk in May?
By taking part you can help raise over
£40,000 to ensure parents, siblings
and other family members continue to
benefit from the lifeline that Shooting
Star Chase offers when a child dies.
Set your alarm clocks and join in a
picturesque walk at the beautiful Ham
House near Richmond which starts at
4.30am with a poignant paper lantern
lighting to remember loved ones. To
register visit http://www.shootingstarchase.org.uk/sunrisewalk/

Offer support for the siblings. Often
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From left: Martina Wade, Digital Marketing Manager, Massimo Sirolla, CEO, André Johnson, Web Development Manager,
Mark Ryan, CMO, Boydlee Pollentine, CTO.

Success for Team Hounslow at the Mini London
Marathon
The Virgin Money Giving
Mini London Marathon is the
official British Athletics 5km
road championships for young
athletes aged between 11 and
17 took place on Sunday 26th
April. The course stretched
from Old Billingsgate through
to the main marathon course
finishing line at The Mall.

A special mention goes young
local
residents
Charlotte
Cooney Quinn who raised
over £500 for the British Heart
Foundation, Millie and Tomas
Giglio who raised £475 for
Leukaemia & Lymphoma Research and Moataz Aljohani
who raised £155 for Great Ormond Street Hospital.

This year’s Virgin Money Giving Mini London Marathon
saw 1,500 youngsters competing with the London Borough
of Hounslow represented by 48
young runners, some of whom
had some outstanding results.

Rebecca Townsend, from Fusions Sports Development
Team said:

The top performances of the
day were by Charlotte Buckley
in the Under 13 race who ran an
impressive time of 18.42 and
finished fifth, closely followed
by Mohamed Nagi who ran his
race in 15.49 finishing tenth in
the Under 17 boys race.
Team Hounslow finished a
fifteenth out of 33 boroughs
which was a fantastic achievement by the local athletes.

“A huge congratulations goes
out to all the young runners
who took part, all received a
marathon medal, goody bag
and finishers t-shirt. We’d like
to pass on a huge thank you to
all of the runners who represented the London Borough of
Hounslow and their family and
friends who supported them
both in the run up to the event
and on the day. We would also
like to say a huge thank you to
all the volunteers who helped
out as team managers.”
Under 13’s girls team - From L-R: Morgan Llangston Lloyd, Josie Kearey, Charlotte Buckley,
Tilly Harwood, Cara Franks, Florence Rampley, Charlotte Cooney Quinn, Daisy Burns

Mary Macleod challenges Hounslow
Council to repair dangerous roads
Local Conservative Candidate, Mary Macleod, has called
upon Hounslow Council to
take action over unsafe roads.
Following a number of appeals
from local residents, Mary Macleod has urged the Council to
take a closer look at the streets
that need to be repaired in the
Borough.

cording to Isleworth residents,
rather than attending to the
roads that desperately require
attention, the Council have
resurfaced a small number of
streets several times in recent
years. Residents have raised
concerns about Wood Lane,
Osterley Road and Wolsey
Close in Isleworth.

In recent months, a number
of roads have benefitted from
resurfacing at the hands of the
Council. However, residents
feel that the streets that have
been chosen by the Council
are not the roads that are in the
worst condition in the area. Ac-

Mary commented:
“The Council needs to rethink
their strategy for improving
roads in the Borough. I’ve
spoken with a great many residents, particularly in Isleworth,
who fear that their streets have

Get me home!
Cuddly toy seeks
owner....

Is this yours? This little thing was photographed by twitter user
@FidelmasKitchen on a wall in Bolton Rd Grove Park Rd W4.
With the May bank holiday over, we hope he’s been found or
rehoused, but if not, is he yours?

become a danger to motorists
and pedestrians. It wasn’t long
ago that Hounslow Council
were awarded a huge sum of
money to resurface all of the
roads in the Borough so why
are they continuing to shell out
taxpayers’ money to resurface
the same roads over and over
again? Although the weather
is getting warmer, the winter
has done serious damage to
our roads. Our local streets
are a priority for residents so
the Council must sit up and
listen!”
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Invitation to public exhibition on proposals for Brentford
FCs new stadium

Mary Macleod encourages local strategy for preventing radicalisation
“Stand together to confront and
combat extremism” - The Immigration and Security Minister, James Brokenshire, joined
Mary Macleod on a visit to the
Hounslow Jamia Masjid and
Islamic Centre to discuss a
future strategy for preventing
radicalisation. {{more: Read
more...}}
During the visit, Mary and the
Minister met the Imam and
other leaders from the mosque
and also took the opportunity
to meet children taking part in
classes there.

Flats viewed from Kew Bridge looking North of the Thames

Almost 70% of small businesses think
politicians are notaddressing the issues
which are important to them, survey reveals
With the General Election
just days away, Chiswick
small businesses have given
politicians of all parties a big
thumbs down when it comes
to addressing issues which are
important to them.
Over 1000 small businesses
responded to a survey by small
business specialists TaxAssist
Accountants, which revealed
that 66% of business owners
did not think the pre-election
debate addressed the issues
which are important to small
businesses.
More than 78% did not trust
that politicians would follow
through on the promises they
made during the election cam-

paign and nearly 63% said the
quality of political debating
had decreased in recent years.
Franck Sidon, who runs TaxAssist Accountants in Chiswick, said: “Small businesses
who responded to our survey
were decidedly unimpressed
with the quality of the debate
in the run-up to the election
and the vast majority did not
feel that any politicians were
addressing the issues which
mattered most to them.
“More than half (51%) said
tax simplification was their top
priority, closely followed by
the economy (49%) and lowering the costs of doing business (45%), but said they were

9

less than confident that promises made during the election campaign would be kept,
with nearly 79% saying they
wouldn’t be followed through
and 14% saying they were not
sure.
“The Institute of Fiscal Studies
is right to say that none of the
parties have provided anything
like full details of their financial plans and whoever wins
on Thursday has a long way to
go to gain the trust of the small
business sector. With small
and medium sized firms in the
UK employing over 15 million
people, it is a voter base they
neglect at their peril.”

On Friday 15th and Saturday
16th May a public exhibition will be held at Brentford
Boating Arch on the plans to
develop the land surrounding
the new Brentford Community
Stadium at Lionel Road South.
Brentford FC received detailed
planning consent for this new
community stadium in June
2014.
Outline planning consent was
also granted for up to 910 new
homes, 1,200 sqm of retail and
a new 160 bed hotel alongside
public and private amenity

space on the land surrounding
stadium site.
Prime Place, which is part of
Willmott Dixon – Brentford
FC’s development partner,
is now preparing a reserved
matters planning application
which will detail how these
elements of the site are to be
developed.
The public exhibition will provide an opportunity for local
residents to give their feedback
on the plans. Members of the
Prime Place/Willmott Dixon and Brentford FC project

teams will be available to explain the proposals and answer
any questions local residents
may have.
Exhibition opening times:
Friday 15th May
3pm - 7.30pm
Saturday 16th May
9.30am - 1pm
Venue:
Brentford Boating Arch
Unit 5, Kew Bridge Arches,
Strand on the Green
London W4 3NG

Young people gathered together to discuss a future local strategy. Mary heard that
the mosque continues to work
hard to ensure that only the true
values of Islam are taught, including respect for others and
peace. A common concern was
that the horrors undertaken by
ISIS are given too much attention in the media – something
that could extend the influence
of the radicalists.
The Minister suggested that
parents and friends who were
concerned about the risk of
their loved ones heading out to
Syria to join ISIS should have
a safe place to raise their concerns at the earliest possible
stage – without fear of criminal
repercussions.

vent programme. This includes
removing terrorist material
from the internet and ensuring there is a new statutory
duty for schools, colleges, police and other agencies to act
where someone is at risk from
exploitation by extremist radicalising elements - but there is
more work to do. We all have a
duty to work together to ensure
we are protecting our young
people and ensuring those who
sow a false impression of Islam
are challenged and confronted.
“I was really impressed with
the discussion today and the
passion for bringing together
families, the community and
government to ensure we live
in a safe and secure country”.
The entire group were agreed
that education is fundamental
to preventing radicalisation
and stressed the importance of
working together across faiths
to increase understanding and
combat unhelpful ‘Islamophobia’.
Mary commented:

The Minister said:

“We have all been dismayed
by the news of young people
heading out to the Middle East
to join ISIS. It’s vital that we
all work together to safeguard
our young people and prevent
radicalisation which bears no
resemblance to the true faith of
Islam.

“The Government has taken
a number of steps to combat
radicalisation through the Pre-

“Events like this one at the
mosque today help to share
concerns and ideas on how we

Mary and James Brokenshire with the Imam and senior mosque leaders

can work together to strengthen our community and protect
our young people. I want us to
stand together to confront and
combat extremism”.

New group of young players to start
full-time careers with Brentford FC
A group of 12 players have
been offered scholarships by
Brentford Football Club. Sean
Bird, Zachary Birse, Josh Bohui, Luke Dunn, Kingsley Eshun, Julius Fenn-Evans, Juan
Pablo Gonzalez Valasco, Cameron Greaves, George Harmes,
Giovanni McGregor, Danny
Parish and Nik Tavares will
start as full-time footballers
this summer.

Josh has been involved in the
England Under-16 squad this
season while Julius has played
for Wales at Under-16 level.

They will become part of
Brentford’s successful Youth
Team set-up and, at the end
of their two-year scholarships,
will be aiming to win their first
professional contracts.

Nik, Luke, Juan Pablo, Josh,
Julius and Kingsley were in
the Brentford team that finished third in the Junior Section at the prestigious Milk
Cup in Northern Ireland last
summer and 11 of the 12 were
involved when The Bees lost
2-1 to Barcelona in a friendly
earlier this season.

Many of the names on the
list will already be known to
Brentford fans.

Ten of the 12 have played in
Brentford’s Youth Team this
season while Josh and Giovanni have played for the Development Squad in the Under-21
Professional
Development
League in the past few weeks.

Ose Aibangee, Brentford FC
Academy Director, said: “This
is another very strong group of
players that will join us fulltime at the start of next season.
“We have offered 12 players
scholarships, which is more
than we have done in recent
years, and we would not have
done that unless we believed
they could take the next step.
These lads have worked hard
for a number of years to get
to this stage and they deserve
their scholarships. But they are
well aware this is just one step
on a long road and they will
have to work very hard over
the next two years to become
professionals”
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For those of you that live in the Hounlsow Council area of Chiswick...

Get online for Universal Credit
Some people living in Hounslow will need to get online to
claim Universal Credit.
Universal Credit is being introduced by the government and
merges a number of existing
benefits into one single payment. Universal Credit is being
introduced in stages and from
27 April 2015 some people living in Hounslow can make a
claim.
Universal Credit is a new benefit for people of working age
on a low income and is administered by the Department for
Work and Pensions (DWP).
It’s a single monthly payment
which will eventually replace:
Income Support
Income Related Job Seeker’s
Allowance
Income Related Employment
Support Allowance
Housing Benefit
Working Tax Credit/Child Tax
Credit
The initial roll out of Universal
Credit in Hounslow is limited
to certain single people who
meet the eligibility criteria set
by the DWP and to claim you
must apply online. There are no
paper forms.
Further information including
more information on who now
must apply online for Universal
Credit is available on our web-

site at Hounslow.gov.uk
People and families already
claiming any benefits don’t
need to do anything, you will
continue to receive your benefits and will be told when Universal Credit affects you. This is
likely to be in 2016.
If you don’t have internet access at home, you canyou can
use a computer free of charge at
your local Jobcentre plus office,
the Civic Centre or any Hounslow library.
You need to be a library member to use the computers at the
libraries and you can join free
of charge at your local library.
If you don’t know how to use
the internet or need extra support to get online there will be
advisors on hand at the Jobcentre Plus offices and at the
libraries to get you on track.
To make a claim you’ll need:
your National Insurance number
details of the bank, building society or Post Office account you
want Universal Credit paid into
your tenancy agreement (if you
have one)
details of your savings or other
capital
details of any income that’s not
from work (an insurance plan
for example)
details of any other benefits

you’re getting
You might also need these details for your partner and other
people who live in your home.
Claims for Universal Credit
cannot be backdated except in
exceptional circumstances.
You therefore need to make
your claim straight away as
soon as you are advised to do
so by the Department for Work
and Pensions.
Universal Credit is intended to
be fully implemented by 2017.
Budgeting on benefits or low
income can be challenging. If
you want more information on
Universal Credit or you’re are
worried about managing your
money or you’re already in
debt, support is available from:
Hounslow Citizens Advice Bureau provides free, independent, confidential and impartial advice to everyone on their
rights and responsibilities
MA (Money Advice Service) a
free Government funded help
and impartial advice service
If you have any queries about
your claim you can call the
Universal Credit helpline:
Telephone: 0345 600 0723
Textphone: 0345 600 0743

Town Centre without a licence.
Access to this area had been
gained by illegally mounting
the kerb to drive around the
barrier.

journed to 13 April 2015.

Council takes firm
stance with Mr Softee

An ice cream seller operating
illegally in Hounslow has been
ordered by magistrates to pay
£1,710.
Despite several verbal and written warnings, Mr Lawrence
Vella’s Mr Softee van was seen
on six separate occasions by
Hounslow’s Council’s Licensing Team parked and trading
from the pedestrianized area of
Holloway Street in Hounslow

On 1 December 2014 at
Feltham Magistrates’ Court
Mr Vella pleaded not guilty to
trading without a licence.
A trial date was set for 27
February 2015 at Ealing Magistrates Court, however this
hearing was adjourned because
Mr Vella was out of the country.
On 25 March 2015 at Feltham
Magistrates Court, Mr Vella
sought to seek a further adjournment.
The council vigorously opposed this and magistrates decided to proceed with the case.
Mr Vella thenchanged his plea
to guilty. Sentencing was ad-

The court noted that the council gave continuous warning to
Mr Vella and that he had previously been prosecuted for illegal street trading on two occasions in 2010 and 2013 by the
London Borough of Richmond
Upon Thames.
As a result of the late guilty
plea, Mr Vella received a 10 per
cent discount on his sentence
as opposed to the usual one
third reduction for pleading
guilty at the earliest opportunity.
Mr Vella was fined £690 in
fines and was ordered to pay
a contribution to the council’s
costs of £1,000. A £20 victim
surcharge was also added.
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Hounslow ups Periscope
for election
Hounslow Council has set up a
periscope account to broaden
the horizons of its communication with residents, and will
begin by broadcasting events
from the General Election
Periscope is Twitter’s new
live-streaming video app. It allows you to watch and broadcast live video across the globe.
Periscope saves the video
streams so that anyone can
view them for up to 24 hours.
How does it work?
Periscope’s live feeds can be
shot from iPhones and iPads
and watched through smartphones, desktops or laptops

either through the app or on
Twitter’s site.
You can watch back recent
broadcasts or browse live
streams by pressing the TV
icon on the bottom left of the
screen.
How can I download it?
In order to shoot and broadcast
video via the Periscope app,
you need a Twitter account.
Once you’ve downloaded
Periscope from the App Store,
you’re given the option to subscribe to the Periscope broadcasts of those you follow on
Twitter.
You’ll be notified every time

someone you follow on Twitter starts streaming, and once
you’re watching a broadcast
you can type out a message to
the owner and fellow watchers, or send a ‘heart’ to indicate
your approval.
The move follows the council’s
communications team’s drive
to improve its social media
profile.
Hounslow now has 4556 Twitter followers – 338 more than
at the start of the year.
And the authority’s Facebook
account has also more fans
2026 – up from 1926 in January

For those of you that live in the Ealing Council area of Chiswick...

Millions to be invested in improving Ealing’s roads
Ealing
Council’s
cabinet
has agreed to invest almost
£4.44million in improving
roads and footpaths across the
borough.
A survey of all the roads and
footpaths in the borough is
carried out every year. Only independent, accredited survey
companies can carry out this
work. Surveyors walk the en-

tire length of the road network
looking for defects such as potholes, cracking, and other signs
of deterioration and damage.
Each road is then given a condition rating on a scale of 1-100.
Those with a low rating are in
the best condition. Those with
a high rating are in the poorest
condition and are targeted for
resurfacing. The survey takes
place every year.

This year, the council will
spend £3.5million. In addition, Transport for London has
contributed £935,000 to tackle
defects on major roads in the
borough. Of the Ealing Council funding, £3million will be
spent on renewing roads and
£500,000 on footways.
The council works very hard to
co-ordinate resurfacing works

Ealing Council’s cabinet on
Tuesday night (21 April) approved how £7.3million will be
allocated to improving the areas surrounding the borough’s
five Crossrail stations.
This is in addition to complementary funding that Ealing Council has identified
for works around the Ealing
Broadway and Southall Stations.
The council was awarded the
money from Transport for
London’s (TfL) Crossrail Complementary Measures (CCM)
fund after a successful bid –
and it represents close to one
quarter of the total £28.5million pot made available for the
capital.
It will be spent on improving
the areas immediately around
Acton Main Line, Ealing
Broadway, Hanwell, Southall
and West Ealing stations. The
funding will be allocated over

the four financial years 2015/16
to 2018/19 in line with arrangements agreed between TfL and
London boroughs.
Initial designs have been drawn
up which will be subject to further consultation but the projects could mean better facilities
such as cycle parking and seating, as well as improved accessibility to stations, through better layout and enhanced station
forecourts.
Pat Hayes, regeneration and
housing executive director,
said: “This money will improve
the environment around all the
Crossrail stations and make
using them a more pleasurable
experience. The programme is
a good example of the broader
benefits the council has been
able to secure from Crossrail.”
Crossrail means that residents
will be able to get from Ealing
Broadway to central London in
only 11 minutes and to Canary

Wharf in just 26, which will
allow more people to get to
Ealing Broadway’s workplaces,
shops, offices and parks more
quickly.
A small amount of work may
start this year, on lighting,
CCTV, and enhanced crossing
works to the south of Hanwell
Station, and further improvements would take place at a
later date following public
consultations.
David Rowe, Crossrail head
of borough projects and programmes, said: “We look forward to starting work in Ealing
and bringing the advantages of
an improved transport to another borough. Crossrail will
be integrated as part of the TfL
network providing a fast, frequent service linking the east
and west and relieving congestion on some of the busiest
Tube lines.
“Coupled with this, we are

with other work carried out by
utilities companies, but on the
rare occasions where there is a
clash with major works, resurfacing works will be postponed
until the first subsequent opportunity.
Keith Townsend, executive director of environment and customer services, said: “We are
working hard to make Ealing
a cycle-friendly borough and

the state of our roads is particularly important for people on
bikes. Uneven roads can make
it dangerous and unpleasant
for cyclists, discouraging them
from using certain routes or
even from riding altogether.
“Good roads and pavements
are also important for pedestrians and motorists. That is why,
despite the massive financial
pressures we are facing, we are

continuing to invest substantial
amounts of money to keep our
roads and pavements in good
condition.”
The decision was made by the
council’s cabinet on Tuesday,
21 April. All cabinet decisions
are subject to call-in for a period of five working days from
the date of publication of the
minutes of the meeting.

providing £28.5million of
support to Ealing and other
boroughs along the route to
ensure that the areas outside of

the stations are safer and more
pleasant from the first day of
operating the new services.
These improvements will mean

better facilities for those arriving on foot, by bike, by bus or
by other means.”

Ealing Council approves Crossrail funding

Ealing’s compost giveaway
Gardening enthusiasts will be
able to get their hands on some
free compost as part of Ealing
Council’s annual giveaway in
Walpole Park on Saturday, 16
May.

The event begins at 8.30am
and runs to 4pm or until the
20 tonnes of free compost is all
gone. The giveaway comes at
the end of Compost Awareness
Week which, this year, is from
4-10 May.
Residents are asked to come
along with their own bags,
containers and shovels as the
compost will be loose. There
will be a restriction on the
quantity that can be taken by
each person - approximately
100 litres. It is advised to arrive
early to get a share.

The compost is made from recycled food and garden waste
collected from homes across
west London. Staff from the
council’s recycling team and
West London Waste Authority,
which is responsible for disposing of the waste collected
by six London boroughs including Ealing, will also be on
hand with information and advice on composting.

Residents will need to park
and enter on foot using the
Mattock Lane entrance, and
should check local parking restrictions when they arrive.
Keith Townsend, executive
director of environment and
leisure said: “Using compost
in your garden is a cheap and
environmentally friendly way
to give your plants the nutri-

ents they need. I encourage all
gardeners to come along to our
giveaway this May.
“If you’d like to start making
your own compost there are reduced prices on compost bins
for residents.”
Compost can easily be made
at home using garden waste,
as well as everyday waste items
such as peelings, teabags, coffee grounds, filter paper and
scrunched up newspaper and
cardboard.
For further information on
composting visit: www.ealing.gov.uk/recycling, or www.
ealing.gov.uk/gardenwaste to
learn more about the council’s
garden waste collection service.
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MONEY MATTERS.
Money Matters with Dr P Singh

The Chiswick Herald has given all candidates the
opportunity to communicate with local voters.

‘A conservative vote in Chiswick is a wasted vote’
says Lib Dem candidate
of traditionally Conservative and
Labour voters and breaking the
duopoly that so often leaves us
having to make ‘the least bad
choice.’

People want change
says Cadbury

Ruth Cadbury

With Polling Day fast approaching, we are out all day
every day talking to voters on
their doorstep. The response
has been very positive: I’m
meeting many people who
voted Tory or Lib Dem last
time and have now realised the
damage the Coalition has done
to their families and to the pub-

lic services we all depend on.
There is a real sense that people want a change – they want
a recovery that everybody can
enjoy, not just a few; they want
everyone to pay their fair share
of tax, including the wealthy Lib Dem candidate Joe Buerke
and above all they want to
protect the NHS. All these, of ‘The conservative vote in Brentcourse are issues that Labour is ford and Isleworth has been erodstrong on.
ed since 2010 by leakage to UKIP
It’s also been heartening to hear and other parties. The incumbent
many residents say they’re vot- MP is looking increasingly uning for me because of the work likely to secure re-election.
I’ve done as a Councillor in this
borough for over 20 years and Under our current system most
they know I’ll stand up for lo- elections across the country are
a forgone conclusion. Lacal people. However none of often
bour has and continues to take
us are taking this election for votes and voters in Brentford and
granted and we we will contin- Isleworth for granted.
ue talking to the voters right up
to the close of poll.
Liberal Democrats are the only
mainstream party capable of appealing to a broad cross-section

‘I am just an ordinary West
Londoner who wants to
represent my community’
says UKIP candidate
“West London is my home. I
grew up in Ealing, Richmond
and Brentford. I attended
Gunnersbury school in Brentford and later studied at West
Thames College in Isleworth.
After leaving school, I spent
9 years as a police officer, including a placement in this
constituency.
Having grown up here, I know
the huge problems this community faces as well as the
enormous potential it has. As
a police officer, and now as a
lawyer, every single day I see
the problems faced by our most
disadvantaged communities.
The havoc wreaked by crime
and anti-social behaviour. The
heartbreak caused by drug
addiction. And yes, the undeniable impact uncontrolled
immigration has on all of us:
the mum who just wants a
good place at a local school for
her daughter; the patient who

needs an urgent operation; the
family who yearn for a home of
their own.
I am the only candidate at this
election who can truly represent the honest, hardworking
people of this constituency.
And unlike other candidates,
I am not a career politician
whose only interest in you is
getting your vote so I can call
myself an MP and swan around
in a ministerial car. I am just an
ordinary West Londoner who
wants to represent my community.
As your UKIP candidate, I believe it is only right and proper
that we have controls on who
can come to this country. Yes,
we want to attract the best people from across the world to
this country. But we can only
do that if we can control immigration to a sensible level.
We have also got to dramat-

ically and rapidly reduce the
deficit. If the UK was a company it would now be filing for
bankruptcy, not trying to borrow more and spend more. The
interest on our debt each year is
more than the whole cost of our
armed forces. That’s why we
need decisive action like cutting foreign aid and scrapping
vanity projects like HS2.
The tax system should be simpler. No one on minimum wage
should have to pay any income
tax. There should be on-the-job
training for nurses and teachers. Everyone should have the
opportunity to achieve their
potential, so we need more
grammar schools.
A vote for me is a vote for common sense policies, a vote to
leave the European Union and
a vote to say that you believe
in Britain. Let’s put the Great
back in Great Britain”.

We believe that all votes should
count equally. STV – our preferred system – also delivers a
more co-operative and diverse
politics which we believe would
improve our political system. We
would lower the voting age to 16
and move to an elected House of
Lords, based on the proposals
we put forward in 2012.
Politics should be a battle of
ideas, not bank balances. But every time we try to do a deal to reform party funding, Labour and
the Conservatives walk out at the
last minute to protect the people

who bankroll them: unions for
Labour and millionaire businessmen for the Conservatives. It’s
time to cap donations at £10,000
as part of a comprehensive deal
to clean up politics for good.

We believe that the way we do
politics and Government matters. You have to ask if the last
government could have been so
reckless with the economy, or
taken us to war in Iraq or for
that matter, if Margaret Thatcher
could have introduced the poll
tax, if we had had a more representative parliament and political system. A reformed political
system would reflect the will of
the people rather than that of
vested interests.
A conservative vote in Chiswick

is a wasted vote that will not
change the outcome of the election in this constituency. Liberal
Democrats have built a significant phalange of MP’s and party members in SW London and
other areas of Greater London
where labour hegemony can and
is being challenged.
A liberal democrat vote provides the opportunity to provide
an effective and rational counter-weight to the current Labour
dominance of our capital city’s
polity and a voice of reason and
moderation in whatever form
of coalition arises from next
month’s elections.’
Joe Bourke
Brentford and Isleworth Liberal
Democrats

Inflation and the big O
The big O for inflation has
arrived – the first time since
records began, thanks largely
to falling oil and food prices
since a year ago. Thanks is not
the right word if you are an
investor as it will prolong the
pain of low interest rates on
savings, but that continuation
of low rates will be good news
for people with mortgages to
pay off.
Low inflation is not all good
news for borrowers (except
where they enjoy wage inflation) because it makes the
proportion of household income they spend on paying
their debts, higher so the pain
appears greater. That pain will
also be felt acutely by the government with its £1 trillion plus
mountain of debt. On the other
hand, the interest load will continue to be low.
More worrying to the government is the prospect of deflation, because it prompts buyers
to hold off purchases in the expectation prices will continue
to fall. Reduced corporate sales
will cut profits, possibly to the
point where they start to lay-off
workers, leading to rising un-

employment, lower household
spending and so lower economic growth and recession.
The consensus among economists is that ‘good’ deflation is
more likely than the ‘bad’ described above. However, who
can believe economists when
they collectively got it totally
wrong over predicting the financial crisis. Many commentators are just scaremongering
because the drama of bad deflation makes for good copy. The
government of course, is saying 0% inflation was planned
and is good for the economy
– what else would Cameron
tweet so close to an election?
The low inflation rate is upsetting the pound’s purchasing
power, making imports more
expensive that could feed into
higher prices if manufacturers pass on their higher input
costs. Sterling’s depreciation is
due, in part, to foreigners pulling back on investing in the
currency owing to the lowered
prospects for an interest rate
rise.
It seems therefore that the governor of the Bank of England

High finance comes to Hounslow
It’s not often that the borough
of Hounslow is discussed in
the same breath as cutting edge
finance and the world’s capital
markets, such as derivatives,
high-frequency trading, and the
S&P 500, and with US heavyweight law and regulatory enforcement agencies, the Chicago-based Commodities and
Futures Trading Commission
(CFTC) and US Department of
Justice. So what’s the connection?
It turns out that a Hounslow
resident has been, allegedly,
rigging one of the major world
financial markets and has profited by at least $40m.
will be busy sending further
letters explaining why the
Bank has yet not met its inflation target of 2%. The Bank
does still have some, albeit
little, room to manoeuvre in
terms of its monetary policy –
it could cut rates down to zero
from the 0.5% they have been
at for many months. That
might boost spending and so
GDP and counter the risk of
bad deflation.

Kraft charged with market
manipulation and
deception
Kraft is a household name selling brands including Maxwell
House coffee and Kraft cheese,
with income of over $18 billion annually.
Its Code of Conduct, signed off
by the company’s chief executive and chairman, says:
“We continue to earn our
stakeholders’ trust by doing the
right thing, the right way, every
day, and remaining steadfastly
committed to integrity and ethical conduct. “

So what did it do that was not
right? It bought wheat at a low
price by manipulation and
deception. Wheat is a staple
ingredient used in many of its
products – it consumes 30 million bushels a year, so it’s not a
trivial cost to the company.

That’s what many Americans
are now saying is a load of baloney and hogwash. Why?

It bought derivatives (those
financial products branded
“weapons of mass destruction”
by the sage of Omaha, Warren
Buffett) on a massive scale (far
in excess of the limit allowed
by the CFTC) to deceive players in the wheat market into
lowering the market price of
wheat.

Because according to its regulator, the CFTC, it has engaged
in manipulation and deception
on a grand scale and is seeking
damages of at least 3 times the
$5.4m Kraft made from doing
things that are, contrary to its
Code of Conduct, most certainly not “..the right way...”.

When the price did fall, those
derivatives went up in value.
Seeing this rise, Kraft did the
unexpected according to the
market, and sold the derivatives at the higher price making $5.4m dollars on the round
trip. The CFTC sets limits on
trading to avoid fluctuations

and instability in wheat prices,
yet this is exactly what Kraft
achieved by holding an unauthorised derivatives position
and for a purpose other than to
fairly protect (hedge) its cost
of wheat purchases.
Buffett was right about derivatives: they are weapons of
mass destruction. Although
Kraft has profited handsomely
from derivatives, this will be
a short-lived gain. When the
CFTC has had its day in court,
Kraft’s derivatives will have
massively destroyed shareholders’ value. Not only the
fine of $16m at least, but the
unquantifiable reputation damage they caused Kraft.
One must recognise that fundamentally, it is not the derivatives that cause the destruction,
but those numb-skulls who use
them improperly – not because
of ignorance but, in the case of
Kraft, not “...doing the right
thing, the right way...”.

His nefarious activities have
been linked by the CFTC to
the financial flash crash of
2010, though his activities
spanned several years and
were undertaken before and
after that event.
So what has the Hounslow resident done wrong? Manipulating the futures market by placing tens of billions of dollars
of dummy buy and sell orders
that misled other participants
and created volatility and created artificial prices – a tactic
collectively known as spoofing
and layering. One way he did
this was by reprogramming a
standard piece of trading software so the resulting algorithm
could undertake spoofing and
layering transactions automatically and at high frequency.
By driving the price in a particular direction, e.g., by flooding the market with lots of sell
orders, most of which he intended to cancel, our man from
Hounslow led the market players to expect prices will fall,
so they sold too, driving the
price down, at which point he
bought the contract and made

a profit. The classis sell high,
buy low trade. Repeating this
many times a day (in a market
that operates almost 24 hours a
day for 5 days a week) enabled
him to accumulate millions of
dollars in profit in a very short
period of time.
The market he dealt in was
E-mini-futures contracts on the
S&P 500 Index. The S&P 500
is an index whose value represents the collective value of
shares of the US’s 500 biggest
companies. Not surprisingly, the price of the index goes
up and down like a barometer
in response to many external
factors, such as political announcements, the economy,
and other factors that affect
businesses. The futures contract is essentially a financial
product (a derivative) whose
price tracks the S&P 500 index

that speculators or risk managers buy or sell to make or save
money.
For example, a pension fund
manager worried his portfolio of shares will fall in value
can protect it by selling futures
contracts whose current price
is say 95. When the S&P 500
index falls (reflecting a fall in
share prices generally), so will
the futures price, to say 75. At
that point, he buys the futures
contract, making a gain of 20
that offsets a loss on the value
of his share portfolio.
Amateurs make up just 1% of
the S&P 500 futures market ;
the rest are all kinds of speculators and risk managers working
in hedge funds, pension funds,
banks, and various fund managers who manage £billions for
organisations (asset managers).
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BEAUTY, FITNESS & HEALTH.

THE SPA AT ROKO

by Jane Lawrenson

T

he ROKO health club is a lovely
place to while away a few hours
getting fit.
As well as a pool, sauna and steam
room and a jacuzzi, it also has a well
equipped gym and lots of classes to
try.
Tucked away just beyond the entrance, this little space is a haven of
calm. It is dark, almost cave like but
that is no bad thing and it just adds to
the relaxing vibe. I actually forgot that
I was in a busy health club, it is very
comforting.
I met my therapist who took down
some details and medical history.
I booked in for a Hot Stone Face &
Body Sensation (60 mins) and my
therapist explained it all in detail.
Hot stone massage works the muscles
deeper- a bit like the bikram yoga of
massages! Then I would have an Elemis facial, tailored to my skin type.
I was lead to a cosy treatment room lit
with candles and soothing music and
told to relax on the heated bed, a very
easy request- I was almost asleep before she had started!
The Hot Stone massage was blissful; a little painful at times in certain
places but the therapist explained that

this was where I was tense. The thirty minutes
seemed much longer and by the end I was totally relaxed. It was time for my facial, which
I was sure would be all extraction and not at
all pleasant. I couldn’t have been more wrong.
Again it was very relaxing and the therapist explained each step. I had a cleanse, tone and then
a Papaya Enzyme Exfoliation treatment, which
was more gentle than the old picking and probing method. I then had a lovely cooling, moisturising mask applied, again it was very relaxing
and not at all unpleasant. While the mask was
working its magic, I received a lovely scalp and
neck massage which was an unexpected treat.
The treatment finished with the removal of the
mask and a quick massage of my face with some
moisturiser and I felt like a new person. I haven’t been that relaxed in ages and as I slowly
got up and ready to leave, I realised that I must
treat myself more often. It really left me feeling
rejuvenated and ready to face the demands of
the day.
I loved the spa and would recommend it to all.

ROKO Spa and Health Club
Chiswick Sports Ground
Hartington Road
Chiswick
W4 3UH
0208 747 5756
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Recipes from the Villa

The True Taste Of Tuscany Comes To Chiswick

Fish stew served with our Bandinello - Villa di Geggiano Estate Wine

Cook the Tuscan way with the Villa di Geggiano’s
resident Chef Lazarin Kroni
This fortnightly feature invites you to cook a selection of mouthwatering recipes with the Villa di Geggiano’s resident Chef Lazarin
Kroni. In each issue Lazarin will suggest a recipe straight from
Tuscany for you to try at home.

T

he Villa di Geggiano has for more than five
centuries, under the auspices of the Bianchi
Bandinelli family, been renowned for superb
hospitality and generosity – as well as delicious
food and sumptuous wines. Located in Chianti
at the heart of Tuscany and surrounded by
vineyards and stunning gardens, it has a history
of exporting mouth-watering wines to England
– having been possibly the very first to bring
Chiati here in 1725.

to the UK for the first time ever. Prepared with
passion by a hand-picked crew, these maestros
employ traditional techniques to recreate the
essence of Siena.

Now, all the elegance, style and – most

As in Italy, creativity is very proudly prized
at the Villa di Geggiano London. There will
be guest chefs offering tastings of truffles
as well as classic Italian ice cream. And
creativity doesn’t stop at the kitchen ‘pass’.
The restaurant welcomes all those with creative
skills and talents. Space is offered on the walls
for local artists to mount exhibitions, and there
will be poetry readings and live entertainment.

Spezzatino di Mare
(Tuscan fish stew)
This timeless dish takes only minutes to prepare.

Method
Preheat the oven to 200º C. and insert a large cast iron pan. When the pan is very hot,

add 1 tbsp of olive oil and then in the following order add the gurnard, the mullet, the
mussels, the clams and the prawns.
Cook for 1 minute, then pour in the fish stock, the cherry tomatoes and the tomato sauce.
Stir well for two minutes and place the pan in the preheated oven for another 2/3 minutes
until the mussels have opened.
Finish off with olive oil, add a sprinkle of chives over the top and… Ci si va! The dish is
ready to serve.

Lazarin Kroni - Resident Chef
Villa di Geggiano
66-68 Chiswick High Road,
W4 1SY
020 3384 9442
Post your comments via and feel free to ask Lazarin questions about the recipe,
ingredients and techniques by emailing newsdesk@chiswickherald.co.uk

The care which goes into the menu is matched
only by the attention to detail with which this
landmark has been transformed into an elegant
yet comfortable place to relax and enjoy good
food, great wine and excellent company.

The Villa di Geggiano also features an Estate
Shop (which you walk past on your way
into the restaurant). There, you’ll find wines,
cheeses, cured meats, pastas and preserves
imported especially from the Villa and local
estates. Plus there’s an excellent selection of
breads and pastries – all freshly made and all
waiting to be devoured either in the café, or at
home.

Ingredients (per person)
• 1/2 fillet of red gurnard
• 1/2 fillet of red mullet
• 4 mussels
• 4 clams
• 2 cleaned king prawns
• 1/2 glass fish stock (need in litres)
• 6 cherry tomatoes- halved
• Some chopped chives
• 1 tbsp of tomato sauce
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importantly, flavours – of that
region are to be found in Chiswick High Street
at the new Restaurant Villa di Geggiano,
London.
The menu features true Tuscan cuisine, with
many of the ingredients being imported
especially from the Villa and surrounding farms

And at the well-stocked bar, you’ll enjoy
classic Tuscan cocktails, not to mention
the glorious wines for which the region is
renowned.
All in all, the Villa di Geggiano is a little corner
of Tuscany, right at the heart of W4.
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Lend Lease vows to create a sustainable community in Chiswick
With some apartments being sold off plan to existing Chiswick residents, Lend Lease Project Director Janet Kidner sees the Empire House re-development as a
vibrant addition to the area, offering a sustainable high quality residential option whilst introducing significantly improved retail units.
The site at 408-430 Chiswick
High Road - The Opus Collection - will see the redevelopment of a vacant office building into 66 new modern homes
with an elegant façade facing
the popular open space of
Turnham Green. Additionally,
46 new residential apartments
and four townhouses will be
built along Essex Place and a
further 21 new homes on the
corner of Acton Lane.
‘It’s about creating a unique
environment that embraces
the vibrancy and community
of Chiswick’ says Janet. ‘W4
has so much to offer – we aim
to reflect that in this development’.
Designed by Assael Architecture, the development
will comprise one, two and
three-bedroom homes, with
access to private amenity
spaces and communal rooftop
gardens. All residences will
be equipped with high-qual-

ity, energy-efficient features
throughout – including under-floor heating fuelled by a
central heat and power plant,
a full range of highly-efficient
kitchen appliances and freshair ventilation to every residence.
‘We did a significant amount
of consultation when we first
announced the proposed plan
for the development as we
wanted to make sure that local residents and businesses’
views were properly considered’ Janet continues.
‘The site is opposite a beautiful open space and the magnificent Christ Church Turnham
Green, so we had to make sure
we got the aesthetics right, and
make sure the scheme fitted in
with the surroundings.’
‘Sustainability is one of the
core factors that drove the
initial concept. Thanks to the
energy-efficient design, resi-
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dents will significantly reduce
their carbon footprint and with
more Londoners seeking a
more sustainable lifestyle, the
scheme sits nicely with that
philosophy’.
The well-connected desirable
location of the site – only 200
metres from Chiswick Park
tube – and provision of considerable cycle storage facilities
should encourage cycling and
the use of public transport.
In addition to the residential
development, the retail offering along Chiswick High
Road will be substantially improved with the introduction
of high-quality design shop
fronts which complement and
add to the charm of the existing retail on the High Road.
Significant enhancement to the
public realm along Essex Place
will help improve the link between Chiswick Park station
and the open space of Essex
Place Square into a safe and

desirable pedestrian-friendly
environment.
Janet continues, ‘The Opus
Collection will enhance this
end of Chiswick High Road
and the added focus on creating a significant retail offering
will bring significant economic improvement on a local level too’.
The Opus Collection, Chiswick: Prices start at £525,000
for a one-bedroom apartment
and actual construction of the
project is expected to start later
this year. www.opuscollection.
london
Janet Kidner
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Experts support SAVE OUR HOSPITALS - Plans ‘Deeply Flawed’
The preliminary report, drawn
up by independent consultants
Seán Boyle and Roger Steer,
provides damning evidence to
support SOH’s demands for a
stop to the reorganisation plans
and for a complete rethink of
the proposals.

They have concluded that the
reorganisation plans, Shaping
a Healthier Future, are ‘deeply
flawed’ – just what Save Our
Hospitals has been saying for
more than 2 years.

The main SaHF proposals
and rationale are shown to be
lacking any supporting evidence and they describe the
programme as a ‘preconceived
solution’ imposed on local
people without there being any
clear problem that needed to be
solved.

Under Shaping a Healthier Future, NW London is to lose 4
A&Es – two have already gone
in September 2014, Hammersmith and Central Middlesex.
The other two are Charing
Cross and Ealing. Charing
Cross is to be demolished,
55% of land to be sold to private developers, and a small
cottage-type hospital with only
24-64 overnight beds to replace the current 360-bed acute
hospital.

The consultants stress that
there has been ‘no proper assessment of the needs of the
whole area to which the health
and social care system would
respond’. They point our clearly that there is still no clear and
final business case to support
the plans. And state clearly the,
with the current estimate of the
programme at £1 billion,’ it is
unlikely that the SaHF pro-
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The Independent Health Commission, set up by four West
London boroughs (Hammersmith and Fulham, Ealing,
Brent and Hounslow) and
chaired by Michael Mansfield
QC, has released a preliminary
report.
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gramme as a whole would be
affordable or deliverable’.
SOH has consistently said that
Out of Hospital services, however good, are not yet in place
and nor are they likely to compensate for the loss of hospital
beds. The consultants agree
with us and add ‘ the evidence
on the impact of better primary care and OOH services on
demand for A&E services is
flawed’.
Merril Hammer, chair of Save
Our Hospitals, welcomes the
interim report. ‘Plans for closures and cuts to health services in NW London should
be withdrawn immediately and
a proper assessment of local
health needs needs to undertaken. This interim report is
entirely damning of the SaHF
proposals. Local health bodies
need to respond by withdrawing the current proposals.’

Campaigners outside Hammersmith in September 2014

Dying to save our Hospitals: Charing X and Ealing
campaigners protest outside Dept Of Health
On 30th April Save Our Hospitals
joined other campaigners outside the
Department of Health where they
staged a ‘die-in’ to show support
for health workers and to protest at
the ongoing attacks on the National
Health Service.
A key focus of the die-in was the need
to ensure that voters remember to
VOTE FOR THE NHS when they go
to the polls next Thursday.
Campaigners are clear that, whatever
the result of the elections, they will
continue to fight to maintain local

health services and to protect the NHS
from growing privatisation.
The two local campaigns – to save
Charing Cross Hospital and to save
Ealing Hospital – also presented their
petitions calling for a stop to the reorganisations and closures in North
West London. At least 15,000 people have signed these petitions over
the past two years (see picture below
where Save Our Hospitals campaigners take boxes of petitions into the Department of Health).
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Elegant family homes
in Twickenham
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Why is the Borough of Richmond upon Thames too good to leave?
D

espite a year of nationwide house price
growth, the end of 2014 saw a shift in
fortunes with the market beginning to cool
off, particularly in London which, according
to the Office for National Statistics, had enjoyed annual rises of 18.8 per cent1 earlier
in the year.
With changes to stamp duty, strict mortgage
rules and the impending general election,
such growth is expected to continue to slow
to between two and four per cent this year.
Yet research shows that whilst northern
cities such as Manchester, Liverpool and
Leeds are proving credible opportunities
for investment2, boroughs in the South East
such as Richmond upon Thames are still in
high demand due to the desirable lifestyle
on offer there.
According to Rightmove3, Richmond was
one of the best performing boroughs last
year, with year-on-year house price growth
recorded in November 2014 at 12.6 per cent,
with further signs of prosperity expected
in areas such as Twickenham. But what is
driving such demand?

minutes station to station, which is perfect for
city commuters.
“With a great cross section of buyers, from investors to downsizers, there really is an option
for everyone here.”
Brewery Wharf offers a collection of luxurious,
high specification apartments and houses set on
the site of a former brewery and more recently
a Post Office sorting depot. A public piazza is
incorporated into the design of Brewery Wharf
and will include an attractive water feature, two
restaurants and a vibrant new cultural centre..
Meanwhile, the gated houses at Brewery Gate
offer spacious design and elegant fittings and
finishes to compliment 21st century family
living.
A limited number of two bed apartments
remain with prices starting from £550,000
with the four and five bed houses at Brewery
Gate starting from £1,250,000. To register your
interest and book your appointment, visit www.
brewery-wharf.co.uk or contact the St James
Sales Team on 020 3002 9457.

Paul Hopkins, Managing Director, St James
(North London) comments: “In our experience, the house market in Twickenham
is predominantly driven by local demand.
This is evidenced by the fact that over
60% of reservations for new homes at our
Located within the sought after Brewery Wharf development,
Brewery
Gate is perfectly
positioned opposite Twickenham station, just 25 minutes from London Waterloo and a few minutes by train
Brewery Wharf
development,
a collection
from the many varied delights of both Richmondof
and
Kingston.
These
homes,
set
within
the heart of Twickenham and close to a number of outstanding schools, provide an ideal environment for
apartments and houses directly opposite
busy families, boasting open plan designer kitchens
expansive
folding
doors leading
to secluded gardens, luxurious bathrooms, flexible living spaces and two private off–street parking spaces.
the with
station,
are local
investors
and movers,
keen to either invest in bricks and mortar or
Purchasers reserving early can benefit by selecting
their their
preferences
fromhome
a range
of options
secure
next new
in the
area.” available.* As always, typical of the quality associated with St James, these homes offer an exceptional

Luxury family homes set within gated mews by award-winning developer, St James

specification and a timeless quality combined with modern day convenience.

Nancy Miller from Dexters concurs: “Demand for homes in the Borough of Richmond upon Thames is predominantly driven
by locals keen to stay local. Towns such
Book your appointment now on 020 3603 2829asorTwickenham
visit our website
andatStwww.brewery-wharf.co.uk
Margarets are both
areas
with
such
compelling
- once TW1 1AA
Sales and Marketing Suite at Brewery Wharf, Brewery Lane, off London Road, appeal
Twickenham,
buyers become residents, many struggle
Open daily from 10am to 5pm (with late night opening until 7pm every Wednesday)
to leave. This trend is something which
stretches throughout the borough with
demand for both new and traditional homes
alike. I’ve worked in the area for 15 years
and have moved many people three or four
times within these areas.”
4 Bedroom houses from £1,250,000
2 Bedroom apartments from £550,000

Proud to be a member of the
Berkeley Group of companies

It’s not just locals who are seeing the ben- the area is
proving enticing for buyers who can’t afford
city prices.

*Subject to build cut off date. Computer generated images are indicative
and subject
to change.
efits ofonly
living
in Twickenham

9549_081_Chiswick Herald 2015 AW.indd 1

Nancy Miller added: “To add to the local
popularity, there is a steady trickle of buyers
coming from the London market who are
finding themselves priced out of inner city
boroughs and are looking for a safe investment in a popular area with good links into
London and green open spaces.
“Twickenham fits the bill for many different
types of buyers – its idyllic position on the
banks of the Thames provides the opportunity to enjoy fantastic views, great shopping,
waterside restaurants, outstanding OFSTED
rated schools and lovely Thames Riverside
walks in additional to its many parks and
national landmarks. The fast train can be
caught to London Waterloo which takes 20
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Elegant family homes
in Twickenham

Luxury family homes set within gated mews by award-winning developer, St James
Located within the sought after Brewery Wharf development, Brewery Gate is perfectly positioned opposite Twickenham station, just 25 minutes from London Waterloo and a few minutes by train
from the many varied delights of both Richmond and Kingston. These homes, set within the heart of Twickenham and close to a number of outstanding schools, provide an ideal environment for
busy families, boasting open plan designer kitchens with expansive folding doors leading to secluded gardens, luxurious bathrooms, flexible living spaces and two private off–street parking spaces.
Purchasers reserving early can benefit by selecting their preferences from a range of options available.* As always, typical of the quality associated with St James, these homes offer an exceptional
specification and a timeless quality combined with modern day convenience.
4 Bedroom houses from £1,250,000
2 Bedroom apartments from £550,000
Book your appointment now on 020 3603 2829 or visit our website at www.brewery-wharf.co.uk
Sales and Marketing Suite at Brewery Wharf, Brewery Lane, off London Road, Twickenham, TW1 1AA
Open daily from 10am to 5pm (with late night opening until 7pm every Wednesday)

Proud to be a member of the
Berkeley Group of companies

*Subject to build cut off date. Computer generated images are indicative only and subject to change.
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Rowena Vaughan of RJV Designs takes a look at making your bathroom that bit better and how to choose the best flooring for your home

TEN TOP TIPS FOR A BETTER BATHROOM
1. Keep a bath if you can.
The bath is often the first thing
omitted when people consider
a re-design of their bathroom
space. Installing a bath/shower
is one solution, but you could
also try freeing up space for a
stand-alone bath by changing

the way the bathroom door
opens, or using a pocket door.
A bath placed under a window
is a great space saver and will
also provide a wonderful vista.
Combining a wall-hung loo and

basin in one, is another way to
free up space. There are also
some great concertina shower
doors available to avoid a wide
swinging door in a small space.

2. Install and duct an extractor fan.
Ventilation is particularly important, especially in small
bathrooms or those without
windows. Trapped condensation causes mould which will
ultimate damage your walls

You really will need more storage than you think. Look for
inconspicuous areas like under
eaves or above head-height.
You might even fit in a linen
cupboard. Ask an interior designer for advice. They are
experts at space planning and
will help you magic space out
of nowhere. Another tip is to

and mirrors (not to mention
your health!) Make sure you
install an extractor which vents
directly to the exterior of the
building and preferably linked
to the light switch so you nev-

er forget to use it. To avoid
the annoying sound of the
over-running motor on the fan,
ask your contractor to set it to
go off shortly after the light is
switched off.

plan a drawer,
especially for
the master bathroom, as they
are the most
effective way to
store toiletries.
Try a cutlery
tray to organise
your make up.
Those little segmented sections
are a great way
to separate lipsticks from nail
varnish.

back against the wall. These
will avoid the problem of getting inside the shower or bath

to clean that a fixed shower
screen presents.

Choosing dark grey grouting
and mastic will help mask the
appearance of it. But the only

way to get rid of it is to have a
professional replace the grouting.

bath here, but keep the taps
where the head height is the
restricted as you bend down to

turn on taps, and allow for getting in at the highest point.

9. Check the head height.
If you’re doing a loft bathroom,
reduced head height can be an
issue. I recommend placing the

10. Think about your personal preferences.

the water source. This is good
news for small bathrooms as it
gives you greater flexibility for
the layout. Be adventurous and
atmospheric with your bathroom lighting. Try small plinth
lights in the walls, star lights
in the ceiling or lights within a glass shelf. And always

ucts as certain tiles are not as
conducive as others. I would
also recommend installing the

light your mirror from the side
to avoid shadows being cast
on your face, which not only
make you look older, but make
it much harder to efficiently
apply make-up. Try elegant
walls lights or concealed lights
behind the mirror.

heating with a timer and an
over-ride switch. Then, investigate modern alternatives to
tiles.
Try rubber, coconut husk
planks, bamboo, or vinyl. Polyflor vinyl tiles have very realistic wood floor effects nowadays and the added benefit of
being hard wearing, easy to
maintain and slip resistant for
the life of the product. Natural
wood is normally not optimal
in a bathroom, but you could
try bamboo or coconut husk as
they’re water resistant. Never
use limestone in a bathroom
it is very porous and will stain
and crack over a short period
of time.

Rowena Vaughan is the Creative Director at RJV Designs

TEL: 020 7385 6009
www.rjvdesigns.co.uk

ment, called Follow Me. It will
make hair-washing time for little ones so much easier.

7. Keep showers and baths easily accessible.

Adequate ventilation and
regular cleaning with bleach
will help inhibit black mould.

Look for clever spaces for storage

Water resistant bamboo flooring is a
great alternative to tiles

Crosswater do a brilliant new
alternative to the traditional
telephone style bath attach-

8. Death to black mould.

5. Investigate the latest technologies in waterproof flooring.
First, decide if you want under-floor heating before you
choose your flooring as prod-

In the bath and shower cubicle,
such a practical idea for ease
of cleaning the shower or bath.

There are many innovative
shower screens on the market
that cantilever or concertina

4. Layer your lighting.
Many people neglect to install adequate lighting in their
bathrooms and forever find
themselves squinting into the
mirror. With the advent of LED
lighting, it’s much easier to position lights so they conform to
IP regulations which state how
far light fittings must be from

Take time to plan the space. Establish where your electrics will go, siting the extractor fan and your
high-level and mid-level lighting. Plan your plumbing and underfloor heating. Lastly, factor in ample
storage – my mantra, you can never have too much storage. With some clever advice from the
experts, your bathroom will be a sanctuary. Here are my top tips for a better bathroom:

6. Have a hand-held shower attachment.

3. Plan your storage.
Don’t leave storage as the
after-thought. Plan for some
bespoke cabinets or a custom
vanity unit. Don’t be afraid they’re not as expensive as you
think. Bespoke built-ins will
help you gain every inch of sacred space available.

I’ve seen some unfortunate bathrooms in my time as an interior designer. The ones that require the
biggest overhaul and investment are those that lacked planning for important things like adequate
lighting, ventilation and plumbing. Before you think about the colour of your tiles and the latest
shower screen, consider the fundamentals.

Plan the practicalities. Do the
people who will use the bathroom prefer mixers versus sep-

arate taps, heated towel rails,
or underfloor heating? Consider all the little details that will

make the bathroom better and
fit for purpose.
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Perfectly Practical Kitchens with Rowena Vaughan of RJV Designs
The heart of the house, the kitchen, is the most common area of the home that I am asked to design. Modern living demands a lot of the kitchen, so the design must be
carefully considered.
The kitchen has to be an ergonomical workplace for the cook, an inviting space to guests, a social co-ordination hub for busy families and an innovative area for storage.
If you can address all these practical lifestyle needs and make it aesthetically beautiful, then you will get a kitchen with longevity and a good return on investment.

My top ten tips for a highly practical kitchen are:

William de Morgan and the influence of
Islamic Art
Beryl Robinson

West London Kitchens’
island with breakfast bar

Plan a central island. It will provide space for different storage solutions as all four

can be accessed. The island also provides extra worktop space and can even
1 sides
house the oven, hob or sink! West London Kitchens’ design (pictured) also doubles

as a breakfast bar making this island good for storage and cooking but also as a
social hub.

glass as splash back. You could have a single sheet installed with LED lighting
2 Use
behind it to create a lovely general ambient light in the room. You can also have
the glass tinted any paint shade, or try black and white family photos behind it for
a personalised piece of art.

hard-wearing, easy-cleaning and hygienic qualities to worktops. There are
3 ing
many more options than just laminate or granite. Dupont’s Corian allows for endExplore new technologies in work surfaces. Improvements in technology are add-

less design opportunities as you can create undulating, virtually seamless, organic
shapes in a multitude of bold colour effects. It is highly durable and non-porous
so no staining. Durat is a unique ecological, solid material made from recycled,
post-industrial plastics and is 100% recyclable itself. Durat comes in over 70 colours, with an interesting finish giving an impression of depth. Like Corian, it can
also be moulded into sinks. For cost effective worktops the ever interesting Formica shouldn’t be ignored. Glass also makes an excellent worktop, can be edge lit for
an interesting effect and can come in a multitude of colours.

the best basics you can afford. Kitchen gadgets come and go, but the essentials
4 Buy
such as the sink, tap, extractor, oven and fridge have to work hard over the years.
Buy the best that your budget will stretch to. You will get your money back on
them.

Storage, storage, storage. There are so many kitchen storage ideas on the market.

kitchen companies recommend carousels in corner cupboards. I’m personal5 Many
ly of the opinion that they’re a dated solution and a waste of space. I would suggest

Dual Designs have great storage solutions

Ottoman tiles

Islamic arabesque was widely
used in bookbinding, as were
architectural motifs from the
Indian subcontinent, and William Morris also felt the attraction of shallow plant-like
intertwining forms reminiscent
of Islamic tile patterns. Many
artists shifted colour and form
Eastwards, in a bid to refresh
the lexicon of ideas and vocabulary of a previously tired
Western Art, sometimes

Mid-level
lighting and
matching small
appliances.

having half shelves instead. Given that space is always at a premium, if you want
to maximise storage, bespoke cabinetry is often the key. Dual Designs kitchens are
specialists in kitchen pantries, larders and clever storage devices. Last and definitely not least, don’t forget an easily accessible herb and spice rack.

6

Rubbish bins are not just a throw-away. Don’t leave the bin as an after-thought,
plan exactly where it will go. It needs to be near the sink, not far from the dishwasher and easily accessible from where you will do your food preparation, which
tends to be where the under unit lights are positioned.

7 Plan sockets. Always add in more than you think you will need and remember to
8 walk through your kitchen anticipating where you will need them and for what.
your lighting. I know I always go on about this, but layering of light is as
9 Layer
essential in the kitchen/dining room as it is in the living room. Start with the overhead lighting such as halogens in the kitchen or a pendant light over the dining
Always fit drawer liners for utensils.

table, next consider mid-level lighting for ambience positioned for example under
units and lastly remember low level lighting for interest placed behind splashbacks or in kickboards.

appealing appliances and keep them on show. Kettles and toasters don’t
just come in boring stainless steel anymore. Hiding them behind roller cabinets is
10 Choose
just so impractical. Choose your small appliances to match the overall theme of
your décor and keep them handy. There are such fun colours available now like
raspberry, traffic yellow and turquoise. Be sure they match your overall design.

Rowena Vaughan is the Creative Director at RJV Designs

TEL: 020 7385 6009
www.rjvdesigns.co.uk
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William de Morgan tiles

I

n love with the painters
of the early Renaissance,
for their purity of technique the Pre-Raphaelite
Brotherhood was advanced
in its approach to painting as
well as the applied arts. Led
by Rossetti, Holman Hunt
and Millais, the group was
aligned to Fulham-based William de Morgan who worked
with architect Norman Shaw
and designer William Crane
on the arts and crafts revival
in Bedford Park. William de
Morgan tiles can be seen on
the walls of The Tabard, Bedford Park, embellished in a
dark, richly coloured, elaborate motif.
The liveliness of this design
was the result of his rediscovery of the technique of lustreware in Italian maiolica and
a palette of unusual colours
borrowed from Ottoman fifteenth-and-sixteenth century ceramics, in dark blues,
turquoise, purple, Indian red
and lemon yellow. This was
a refreshing change from the

Victorian tonal painting. William de Morgan’s composition
embraced rhythmic geometry
where his intricately drawn
creatures float under deep, intense underglaze painting. This
change of colour and composition emphasises the difference
with work from an earlier period and his plant-based designs
in ceramics, are distinctive,
moving from naturalistic to
highly stylized. The later tiles
use scrolling leaves, lotus and
peony flowers rose and lilies in
complex repeating patterns.
Although modern in the creation of a movement, the subject matter Pre-Raphaelite
painters favoured was a reversion to painting before the end
of Renaissance discipline and
purity, which they believed
finished with Raphael. They
resolved to return to moral
purpose and highly narrative
drive. As a designer, William
de Morgan looked towards
the applied arts for this moral
certitude, in hope of achieving
unity of design and decorative

purpose, thereby making an
object both useful and aesthetically pleasing.
The Victoria and Albert Museum founded in 1851 must have
been a resource for artists and
designers, and a catalyst for
new ways of working. Collecting the useful and the beautiful was comprehensive at the
V&A, with an immense collection of Italian Renaissance
artefacts. William de Morgan
would have certainly seen the
Islamic Middle Eastern collection of fifteenth and sixteenth
century pottery, pointing him
towards using his own deep
coloured glazes and unusual
palette. Art from the Islamic
world was to suggest a new approach to decoration, filtering
through as an undisguised love
and romanticism for all that is
from the Orient, luxuriating in
its “otherness”.
The 19th century phenomenon
of “Orientalism” can be seen
as artists began to ‘adopt’ and
‘borrow’ from Eastern art. The

straying into the territory of exoticism.
A modern sensibility was present in the Pre-Raphaelite investment in many disciplines.
Each form had its own guild,
which ensured that forms continued to exist in equality with
each other. Diversity of technique and medium was one of
the lessons the Pre-Raphaelite
Brotherhood brought to the
modern world, whole-heartedly embracing all applied arts,
without deference to the old
hierarchies. Perhaps the greatest legacy however for artists
and designers, was the extravaganza of the Great Exhibition
of 1851 which lead to the establishment of the Kensington
Museums and brought diversity of world cultures to the
doorstep of West London.
Rebellious lovers of beauty,
precise and complex in composition, the Pre-Raphaelites
grouped around William Morris in Hammersmith, as Britain’s first modern art movement.

Anne Puton-Majoul’s Bird Painting on porcelain

Isobel MacLeod - Mandala
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The Mayor of Hounslow unveils
new information board on the
history of the Thames in Chiswick

The Mayor of the London Borough of Hounslow, Councillor Corinna Smart, unveiled an
information board about the history of the River Thames on Thursday April 16th at Corney
Reach, Chiswick.

The panel includes historic maps and beautiful
illustrations such as a 17th century painting of
Corney House by Jacob Knyff from the Museum of London; thought to be the oldest surviving view of a garden in Greater London.

The board has been installed by the Chiswick
Pier Trust with the help of local historian, Val
Bott MBE, to show the history of the Thames at
Corney Reach.Despite its modern appearance,
Corney Reach, now home to Chiswick Pier
and the Pier House, has a rich history and long
working relationship with the river.
The new information board installed on the
Thames Pathway tells the story of its past and
continuing Archaeological evidence dating back
6,000 years suggests that the Thames has been
drawing people here for thousands of years and
continued by attracting fishing, market gardening, breweries, boat building and other industries to Chiswick.

Sarah Hodgson, Chair of the CPT says “We
hope this attractive and informative panel will
be of benefit to both the local community and
visitors to Corney Reach, giving them a sense
of the history of this area and the important role
the Thames has played to generations of people
who have lived and worked on or by the river.”
For further information on the Pier and how to
get there, contact the Chiswick Pier Trust
020 8742 2713, follow us on Twitter @ChiswickPier or visit www.chiswickpier.org.uk

Companion needed to befriend
elderly artistic gent!
He lives in a residential care home in
Ravenscourt Park W6- and is mobile
but fragile. Sid is very eccentric
and capable of talking about a wide
range of topics - from contemporary politics to Shakespeare, music and the arts in general , and his
appreciation of the male physical
form!

Hours would be flexible but could
guarantee an initial minimum of 10
hours a week @ £ 10.00 per hour.
Plus travel costs.
Must have references and have
experience of dealing with elderly people and have or be willing to
have a CRB check.

He can talk for England and spends
much of his time painting and drawingwhen he is not talking or expressing his wide
range of opinions and reminiscing.

This post would suit a retired school
teacher//actor /artist/or person with an interest in the arts in general. But could be any
age.

For 30 years he was a primary school teacher
and has always been single. and playing his viola.
Ideally this person would visit with him sometimes just sit and chat in his room or- take him
out for walks or have push chair visit to museums and art galleries- No nursing needs but
a great deal of tolerance and patience required.

Finally, will have to be very broad minded as
Sidney has a colourful vocabulary.
Initial trial period of 4 weeks - To be considered please send an email to julian@factorylondon.com with CV or call Julian Aston 07710023420

QPR submit revised planning application
for a new training ground at Warren Farm
QUEENS Park Rangers Football Club have submitted a revised planning application for a new
training ground at Warren Farm in Ealing.
The scheme will create a new purpose-built
training centre for the club’s First Team and
Academy, alongside a new community sports
facility.
This application builds upon the scheme that
was permitted in December 2013 and seeks approval for the design development that has been
progressed in the last 12 months.
A decision regarding planning consent is expected in the summer of 2015.
Les Ferdinand, QPR’s Director of Football, said
“This is a vitally important project for the club
and one in which I will have a hands on role.
“We are working closely with Populous and Ealing Council to ensure QPR has a state-of-the-art
facility that brings the First Team, Academy and
Community together in a unique hub.

“QPR has always been a club that takes pride in
its local community and we will ensure that bond
is strengthened with this exciting move to Warren Farm.”
The plans include a dedicated QPR building for
the First Team and Academy, including gym,
medical, performance analysis, education, office
and changing facilities.
The community will benefit from a new community pavilion providing changing facilities and a
new multi-purpose social space.
As well as grass pitches, the facility will also
have a 3G pitch, an indoor 3G pitch and cricket
squares.
As part of the community sports plans, QPR and
QPR in the Community Trust will work with Ealing Council on building links with local clubs,
schools and community groups to offer a wide
range of sport and health programmes.

Private Fostering – do you
know what it is?

Looking after someone else’s child for longer
than 28 days, or arranging for someone to look
after your child who is not a close relative, could
be a private fostering arrangement. If so, you
must inform Hounslow Children’s Services.
We need to be aware of children who are being
privately fostered to make sure that they are well
cared for so we can provide additional support
when needed, such as practical and financial ad-

vice and support. It also helps to make that that
the child will be visited by a social worker who
can make sure they are safe and well cared for.
If you know or suspect a child living in Hounslow is being privately fostered, please call Early Help Hounslow (EHH) on: 020 8583 6600 or
the fostering team on 020 8583 3426.
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‘Trader’ accused of wiping $500bn from Wall Street - From a Hounslow Semi
A British man helped to trigger a £500bn US stock market crash by manipulating financial markets on a massive scale from a suburban London semi, US
prosecutors have claimed. Navinder Singh Sarao, 37, is accused of fraudulently making £27 million by using computer programmes to create fake trades on
markets linked to the Chicago Mercantile Exchange.
S investigators say he was
a major contributory factor
U
to the so-called “Flash Crash”

of May 6, 2010, when hundreds of billions of dollars was
wiped off the value of the Dow
Jones Industrial Average in just
five minutes.
The US Department of Justice
(DoJ) and the US Commodity
Futures Trading Commission
(CFTC) have simultaenously
charged Navinder Singh Sarao
with manipulating the financial markets, alleging he made
more than $40m (£26.7m)
from his activities over a period spanning more than five
years.
Mr Sarao, 37, who ran his own
one-man day trading company, was arrested at his parents
home in Hounslow, west London, earlier today at the request
of American prosecutors.
He now faces extradition to the
US after separate criminal and
civil charges were filed against
him for illegally manipulating
the markets.
Neighbours of Mr Sarao in
Hounslow, west London, said
he was married with two children and lived quietly in a
house opposite his parents’
home, where his company Nav
Sarao Futures was registered.
His parents, Nachattar Singh
Sarao and Darshaw Kaur
Sarao, bought the house in
1982 and have lived there ever
since. Apart from a well-maintained front garden with a brick
wall around it, the pre-war
semi is no different from any
other in the street.
One neighbour said: “They are
a quiet family, they say hello
and goodbye, but that’s about
it. The parents both work and
their son lives opposite with his
wife and two daughters. Noone has ever suggested they are
wealthy.”
Aitan Goelman, director of enforcement at the CFTC, said
Mr Sarao was “extremely active” in the market ahead of and
during the flash crash, which
occurred on May 6, 2010,
“His conduct was at least significantly responsible for the
order imbalance that in turn
was one of the conditions that
led to the flash crash,” Mr
Goelman continued.
Mr Sarao was “a significant
factor in market imbalance,”
he went on. “Market imbalance

was one of the chief conditions
that allowed the flash crash to
occur.”
Publishing the regulator’s civil complaint against Mr Sarao,
Mr Goelman continued: “Protecting the integrity and stability of the U.S. futures markets is
critical to ensuring a properly
functioning financial system.
Today’s actions make clear that
the CFTC, working with its
partners on the criminal side,
will find and prosecute manipulators of U.S. futures markets
wherever they may be.”
On that day, the Dow Jones Industrial Average fell by 998.5
points within a 45 minute period, before recovering to end
the day down 348 points. Ripple effects were felt on markets
around the world, including in
the UK.
Although a final figure of the
impact of the crash has not
been calculated, it is estimated that hundreds of billions of
pounds was wiped from the
value of companies listed in
the US and around the world.
The alleged actions of Mr
Sarao are in part an example
of the perils of high-frequency
trading, a type of accelerated
computer-based trading which
has been blamed for increased
volatility in the markets since
the financial crisis.
Working alongside the CFTC,
the DoJ filed a sealed criminal
action charging him and his
company - Nav Sarao Futures
- with manipulation, attempted manipulation, spoofing and
wire fraud in February.
He has been charged with
one count of wire fraud, 10
counts of commodities fraud,
10 counts of commodities manipulation, and one count of
“spoofing,” a practice of bidding or offering with the intent
to cancel the bid or offer before
execution.
The DoJ’s investigation was
led by the Federal Bureau of
Investigations, which looked
at his activities between June
2009 and April 2014, but in
particular focused on his trading around the ‘flash crash’ in
May 2010.
It is alleged that Mr Sarao
“engaged in a massive effort
to maniplute” the price of the
E-mini S&P 500, one of the
most popular financial futures
markets which is based on the
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S&P 500 index which includes
household names such as Amazon, Boeing and Bank of
America.
The regulator alleges that over
a course of five years, and as
recently as April 6 of this year,
Mr Sarao attempted to manipulate the market by a variety of
“exceptionally large, aggressive and persistent spoofing
tactics” - jargon for conning
the market by placing false
trades.
It goes on to allege that Mr
Sarao used a computer-based
algorithm to essentially pretend to create - or ‘spoof’ - sell
orders, making it appear that
there were multiple traders
wanting to take a downward
bet on the market, when in fact
there were none.
The prosecuters accused Mr
Sarao of using an automated
trading programme to execute
the scheme, which they described as “dynamic layering,”
involving placing a significant
number of large volume sell orders at different price points at
the same time to make it appear
as if substantial supply existed.
Mr Sarao is then alleged to
have modified the orders again
and again to ensure they were
close to the actual market
price, only to then cancel them
before they were executed.

The sun sets on the address where Nav Sarao Futures Limited is registered, in Hounslow,
London April 21, 2015.

Pioneering former Headmaster of Chiswick Community School has died aged 96
ory Hands, who has died aged 96,
R
left teaching in the independent
sector, ultimately to become head

anyway.’ Hands saw through coeducation ‘a better way’ in 1966.

of one of the country’s largest comprehensive schools. His educational
vision, which centred always on the
child, was ultimately realised when
the school he had taken on as Chiswick County Grammar School for
Boys finally became Chiswick Community School, and the flagship of the
New Labour government. {{more:
Read more...}}

A sterner challenge followed. The
Borough proposed combining the
new coeducational grammar school
with two secondary modern schools,
a smart ten minute walk away. Hands
needed no persuading of the merits of
the national comprehensive principle,
but was concerned that its local implementation paid little attention to
logistics and timing. Delay, however,
was not part of the political agenda,
which embraced what Hands termed
a laundrette philosophy, in which everything would come out in the wash.
Staff again had to apply for their own
jobs, and, against a background of
national industrial unrest, one teacher passed over for preferment had to
be removed from the premises by the
police.

Hands believed that education must
be liberal and nurturing. Schools must
be socially and academically inclusive; teachers must serve pupils, and
schools their communities. This philosophy, heady and distinctive, was
not only heartfelt but also considered,
not least during a schoolmaster Fellowship at St John’s College Cambridge, and by extensive involvement
with Froebel College, now part of
Roehampton University.
Roderick Kirton Hands, always
known as Rory, was born on 25 September 1918. His mother claimed ancestors on HMS Victory (as Schoolmaster) and at Waterloo; his father
was from less traceable Irish stock.
The couple met at night school.
Hands had two talented younger siblings, the illustrator Hargrave Hands,
and the WRAC Colonel, Jill Hands,
but a greater educational influence
was his older brother Terry, who died
on active service in the RNVR. Terry, who followed family tradition in
working for the Great Western Railway, always accounted himself a failure because he had not passed the 11+.
The memory of this inferiority complex dominated Hands’s educational
thinking.

He then profited from the turmoil which ensued through a
series of well-placed bets on
the futures market, it is alleged,
selling futures contracts and
buying them back at a lower
price. Some of his actions happened within a millisecond of
each other, the FBI says.

Mr Hands

Hands himself found few difficulties
as a pupil at St Marylebone Grammar
School, beating his classmate Eric
Hobsbawm to the Modern Languages
prize. Ill health prevented him taking
up a scholarship at RADA, just as finance was to prevent him from taking
up an exhibition at Selwyn College
Cambridge.
Instead Hands progressed to Kings
College London, spending a year at
the Sorbonne, before transferring
to the University of Berlin in spring
1939. ‘Never seen such a crowd

of toughs in my life’ he wrote to
his mother. ‘In view of the present
strained relations between His Majesty’s Government and Germany’, the
Consul wrote to him in the last week
of August, ‘I would suggest that you
should urgently consider the desirability of removing your residence.’
Hands recalled a farewell coffee on
the Unter den Linden, watching the
equally energetic progress of troops
eastwards and refugees west.
When KCL was evacuated to Bristol
in 1940, it offered students previously
living at home support with their new
expenses. Hands was embarrassed to
be asked not only whether he smoked,
but also how much, only then to be reassured by the Dean that the college
would pay for his cigarettes also.
Though not expected to survive the
TB which saw him invalided out of
the Royal Artillery, Hands had returned within eighteen months to KCL
to train as a teacher. St Albans School
snapped up a classroom natural, but
Hands, never altogether at ease in
the independent milieu, returned to
Marylebone before becoming a Deputy Head in Kilburn. Appointed Head
of Chiswick Grammar School in
1963, he remained there for 12 years,
presiding over a period of challenging
change.

The charges have only came to
light now, however, following
his arrest by the Metropolitan
Police on April 21, working
in conjunction with the British
regulator, the Financial Conduct Authority. (FCA)
Mr Sarao, who worked alone
from his west London home,
remains in custody, awaiting
extradition to the US on the
charges. A US judge has issued
an order freezing the assets of
both Mr Sarao, and his trading
company.

Honary Fellow of Roehampton University

The Girls and Boys Grammar Schools
occupied opposing ends of one symmetrical building, meeting at swing
doors through which Hands was told
no human still living had passed. Required by the Headmistress to tell his
boys that they should observe girls at
play less intently, he received an irate
follow up when an pupil put a notice
on the swing door enquiring ‘Who
said your girls were worth looking at

Undeterred, Hands opened the new
school in 1968 and persuaded the
majority of his colleagues enthusiastically to embrace the comprehensive
ideal. He interviewed every pupil
about their career plans, and taught
not only remedial classes but also
those pupils unwillingly affected by
the raising of the leaving age. When
in 1973 both secondary modern
buildings were found to contain high
alumina cement and immediately
closed, Hands timetabled the school
to run from a village of huts, and
persuaded staff
to join him in
raising morale by
putting on Gilbert
and
Sullivan’s
Gondoliers. He
suffered a series
of heart attacks
in 1975 and spent
his last two years
caretaking a local
grammar school
whose head had
also succumbed
to coronary illness, and which
the Borough had
assured him, incorrectly, would
not be threatened
with closure.

Following Hands’s retirement, new
buildings were provided for the renamed Chiswick Community School
on a single site, with a special emphasis on community use. The school,
much vaunted by David Blunkett and
Estelle Morris, was chosen by Tony
Blair as the site for the launch of the
new teachers pay scheme.
Hands’s child-centred beliefs and
local reputation made him a natural choice as a Governor and later
as Chairman of the Froebel Teacher
Training College, its demonstration
school (now Ibstock Place) and the
Froebel Trust. When the Froebel, as
one of four local teacher training colleges, became part of the Roehampton
Institute and then Roehampton University, his ability to chair meetings
humorously and perceptively, allied
to his experiences of educational reorganisation, and commitment to access
and welfare, made him a much valued
member of the University Council.
The University elected him to an honorary fellowship in 1995.
Hands was predeceased in 2005 by
his wife, Kate, whom he met teaching in the state sector. He is survived
by a daughter and son, both of whom
followed him into teaching and school
management.
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YOUR LETTERS.

LOCAL LIFE.
Parking issues at Chiswick

al
s are anti-soci

ner
Many dog ow

Ed Miliband and the
‘pratfall effect’
We are looking for a confident, competent political leader – so does Ed Miliband tripping
over, as he left the stage on BBC QuestionTime, make it more likely we will vote for him or
less?
The curious thing is that making mistakes – so long as they are not too many – actually make
people more likeable rather than less.
I remember, when I was training as a priest, my vicar was simply perfect. He was intelligent,
compassionate, hardworking, creative…I really could not fault him in any way. But it wasn’t
until one day, when he started a small communion service having forgotten to get the bread
and wine – that I realised he was truly perfect. He was an amazingly competent person but
also capable of making mistakes. He was human.
And so it was on Question Time. I watched Cameron and Miliband and Clegg battling it out
to win our votes and, I hate to say it, but is there really that much to choose between them?
We all have our slight preferences, our particular niggles, but I can’t help feeling that all of
them have the capacity for good leadership. It was only when Miliband nearly fell over –
probably because he was so wholeheartedly giving his all to his performance – that I actually
felt I liked him.
This phenomenon is actually recognised by psychologists and is called the ‘pratfall effect.’
In the 1960s a scientist called Elliot Aronson at the University of California carried out an
experiment to try to prove the pratfall effect – that making a mistake or two is good for your
popularity.
Aronson got participants to listen to one of two audiotapes. In both tapes a student was
heard participating in a general knowledge test and afterwards saying something about
his background. The student got 90% in the test and then he spoke modestly about his
achievements in life. The tapes were identical except that in one of them the student is heard,
at the end of the tape, to knock over a cup of coffee, ruining his new suit.

y
Yours Sincerel
Dr P Singh

And, as far as the election is concerned, perhaps Ed’s unplanned tripping incident will be
the tipping point in the polling stations?

Write to us by emailing
paulwilliams@chiswickherald.co.uk
or call 020 3623 0567
Alternatively write to:
The Chiswick Herald,
315 Chiswick High Rd W4 4HH
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Dear Editor

The participants were asked to rate how much they liked the student. And, despite the only
difference being the knocking over of the coffee, the student who had had the accident was
considered far more likeable.
So take heart if you – like me – do occasionally make mistakes. Remember the pratfall effect
and expect people to like you even more for it.

Dear Editor,
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TRADES DIRECTORY.

TRADES DIRECTORY.
Business Services
• ACF
Business finance.
Contact ACF for a free
no-obligation quote on selling your trade invoice today:
07800 862499 / 0208
987 0429 (evening calls or
weekends welcome)
info@appliedcorporatefinance.co.uk
...................................
• BOOK KEEPER AVAILABLE
All general book keeping.
Proficient with Sage and
Quick Books excel etc. £20
per hour.
07748 982 917

Cleaning Services
• FLOWER MAID
Based in West London’s
Chiswick offering a wide
range of (regular and
one-off cleaning services)
including:
• house cleaning
• spring cleaning
• tenancy cleaning
• builders cleaning
• carpet and window
cleaning
www.flowermaid.co.uk
020 7117 6217
...................................
• DOMESTIC CLEANERS
All aspects of domestic
cleaning undertaken. Hourly
and day rates.
07748 982 917
...................................
• MITE KILLERS
Mite Killers ltd will provide
You with the most comprehensive cleaning service
carried out by fully trained,
insured and experienced
experts.
07736 901 444 info@
mitekillers.co.uk
www.mitekillers.co.uk

Construction &
Building Services
• Richard
Williams - Builder
Loft conversions, extensions,
kitchens, basement refurbishment and construction
Based in Kew - 07748 967
824
...................................
• W&M Building and
Decorating
We are a building and decorating company that offer
a comprehensive building
service for everybody.
07899650348
telephone/fax:
020 8833 7087
info@wmbuilding.co.uk
www.wmbuilding.co.uk
...................................

• P DONOVAN LTD
BUILDERS
Local building company with
over 25 years experience in
the trade.
P.Donovan Ltd,
2 Evelyn Rd, W4.
0208 994- 4917
donovan438@btinternet.
com
www.pdonovanltd.co.uk
...................................
• Concept
Bespoke
Interiors
Concept House,
33 Colville Road, London,
W3 8BL
t. 0208 994 4118
f. 0208 994 9989
www.concept-bespoke-interiors.co.uk
...................................
• Best Builders
Fauconberg
Court, Fauconberg Road,
London, W4 3JQ 020 8987
2773
...................................
• Leveline Builders
5 Devonshire Road, London,
W4 2EU 020 8992 2909
• Art Property Renovations
Grove Park Studios,
188-192 Sutt, Chiswick,
London, W4 3HR
0844 656 0982
...................................
• Taw Engineering
Ltd
38 Sutton Court Road, London, W4 4NJ
020 8995 5438
.............................
• Markstone Construction UK Ltd
Unit 6 Greenock Road, London, W3 8DU
020 8740 8060

Damp Proofing/
Treatment
• DAMP PROOFING
AND BASEMENT WATER
PROOFING
Damp Proofing, Rising
Damp, Basement Waterproofing, Condensation Control, Woodworm Treatments
and Property Preservation.
For an inspection, assessment and estimate call
Richard 07748 967 824

Dry Cleaners
• HALINAS TAILORING &
DRY CLEANERS
Alterations & Repairs, dry
cleaning, Relining, Zip
replacement, Curtains &
Ventian blinds, fitting room,
shoe repairs. 188B Acton
Lane, Chiswick, W4 5DL
020 8995 8725
halinkosa89@googlemail.
com
...................................

• THE PRESS GANG DRY
CLEANERS IN CHISWICK
3-4 Fromows Corner, London, Greater London W4
4HA
020 8742 3244
• THE AMERICAN DRY
CLEANING COMPANY
5 Grove Park Rd, London,
Greater London W4 3RS
020 8742 3333
...................................
• TOP HAT DRY CLEANERS
Opened in 1968 and remain
a family run business to this
day
20 Devonshire Road,
Chiswick W4 2HD www.
tophatchiswick.co.uk
020 8995 9813

Electrical Services
• RA ELECTRICAL SERVICES
Domestic & Commercial
Installations. Bespoke Installations & Design Additions
& Alternations. Maintenance
Data & Internet HD. Wireless
Music Systems.
07725181907
raeservices@live.co.uk
...................................
• Steve Bishop Electrical
90 Mallinson Road, London
SW11 1BN
020 7924 1421
07866 724718
steve@swbishop.co.uk
www.swbishop.co.uk
...................................
• Hennessy
Electrical Services
Full domestic Electrical
registered.
General repairs. 07951 956
047
...................................
• Iak Electricians &
Plumbers
www.iakelectricians.
co.uk
07849 059999
...................................
• Nurse
Electricians
36 Weymouth Avenue, London, W5 4SB
020 8567 6163
• T C S Electricals
145 Bentworth Road, London, W12 7AB
07713 417 427

Gardening Services
• Il Giardino
Garden Design and maintenance.General garden work.
CALL ENRICO
020 8578 2424 / 07803
211 935
• Urbanscaping UK
Garden Design, landscaping
and maintenance.
Yorks Yard, 12A Sutton Lane
North, Chiswick, London,
W4 4LD
office@urbanscapinguk.
com 020 8995 5777

• The Chiswick
Gardener
30 Hartington Court Hartington R, London, W4 3TT
07771 998777
...................................
• Above The Earth Ltd
39 Wilton Avenue, London,
W4 2HX 020 8994 3905
...................................
• Creative Urban
Tree Surgery &
Brighter Garden
37 Valetta Road, London, W3
7TQ 0800 2792156
...................................
• Thames
Landscaping
Projects range from a basic
lawn, to the full garden
design and construction.
John@Thameslandscaping.co.uk
07958 615 461
Estate Agents &
Property Management

• ASPIRE PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT
We have a broad portfolio of
properties across Surrey and
Middlesex with landlords in
Chiswick, Kew and Hampton.
07748 982 917

Graphic Design
• WEST 4 MEDIA
Design, Development & all
things Web.
07748962693
info@west4media.co.uk
www.west4media.co.uk
...................................
• GRAPHIC DESIGNER PRINT & WEB
Freelance graphic designer. From £35 per piece of
artwork - includes unlimited
amends until you are happy.
£10 amendment thereafter.
pwgraphics@live.co.uk

Interior Design
• Concept Bespoke
Interiors
Concept House, 33 Colville
Road, London, W3 8BL
0208 994 4118
0208 994 9989
www.concept-bespoke-interiors.co.uk
• Helen Reed
Designs
478 Chiswick High Road,
London, W4 5TT
020 8994 9993
...................................
• Areen Design
Services Ltd
147 Chiswick High Road,
London, W4 2DT
020 8994 9296
• Change That Room
478 Chiswick High Road,
London, W4 5TT
020 8994 9993
...................................

• William Nickerson
Architectural & Interior Design
9 Goldhawk Mews, London,
W12 8PA 020 8749 7900

Painters &
Decorators
• Bulger Wicks Decorating
Based in W4
020 8994 4455
...................................
• Jck Painting and
Decorating
Chiswick 07868738743
...................................
• AG Interiors
020 8994 6664
...................................
• JTW Contractors Painting contractors London
The Lightbox, Unit 1.20, 111
Power Road, London, W4
5PY 020 7940 4790
...................................
• C P Scott Decorating & Property Maintenance
020 87474073
...................................
• Your Local Painter
&
Decorator
-Chiswick- Kew - Isleworth
15 The Maltings, Spring
Grove Kew Bridge, London,
W4 3NH
020 8560 3701
...................................
• Chiswick painter
and decorator
Chiswick
07748 982 917

Plastering
Services
• Kew Plastering
Services
All aspects of plastering. We
have worked on listed buildings. No obligation quotes.
Call Richard on 07748
967 824
• Reddy Eddy
Specialist plastering and re-moulding.
Interior and exterior.
020 8560 6782
...................................
• McPartlin Plastering
Ciaron McPartlin, 104 Avalon
Road, Ealing, London
W13 0BW
020 8998-3455 07958
465303 ciaron@mcpartlin-plastering.co.uk
...................................
• West London Plastering
3 Devonshire Mews W4 2HA
07953 533 329
...................................

• London Top Plastering
07852 216416
...................................

• Chiswick Plumbing
64 Southfield Road, London,
W4 1BD 020 8994 016
...................................

• CS Interiors
020 8813 0459
...................................

• J RP Skinner
2 Winston Walk, London, W4
5SN 020 89954135
...................................

• Surface
Solutions Plastering
in Plastering and Related
Building Services.
Flat 16 The Towers, Lower
Mortlake Road, Richmond,
TW9 2JR
07989 429882
• C P C UK Ltd
Plastering
020 8568 8787
...................................
• Top-Notch
Plastering
16 Ravenscourt Road, Hammersmith, W6 0UG 07769
586 116
...................................
• E N Plastering
7a Market Place, London,
W3 6QS 0779 2582392

Plumbing &
Heating
• Plumber At Your
Rescue
11a Chiswick High Road,
London,
W4 4PU
020 8842 0814
...................................
• My Plumber
Grove Park
Studios, 188-192 Sutton
Court Road, London, W4
3HR 020 8996 2930
...................................
W4 Plumber
18 Stile Hall Gardens,
London, W4 3BU
020 3348 8096
• My Plumber Ltd
3 Brentford Business Park,
Commerce Road, Brentford,
TW8 8LG
Telephone 020 3078
5920
...................................
• Chiswick Plumbing
and Heating
54 Wellesley Road,
Chiswick, W4 4AD 0203
051 6052
...................................
• Chiswick Plumbers
566 Chiswick High Road,
W4 5YA
0203 051 6052
• Mechanical & Roofing Services Ltd
8 Greenock Road, London,
W3 8DU 020 8896 3483
...................................
• The London Property Repairs Co
The Barley Mow Centre ,
10 Barley Mow Passage,
Chiswick, W4 4PH
0844 800 5775

• Magical PlumbER
Flat 19 Abinger Court, 36
Gordon Road, LONDON, W5
2AF
07835083119

Tiling Services
• Spot On Tilers
10 Barley Mow Passage,
London, W4 4PH 020
89876099
...................................
• Zain In Stone Ltd
130 Hammersmith Road,
London, W6 7JP 020 8846
9635
...................................
• A1 Tiler
Upper Richmond Road West,
London, SW14 7NX 0870
7653943
...................................
• PW Tiling Services
Servicing Brentford, Chiswick, Kew and Richmond
07748 982 917

Tuition
• HARRIET ROBERTS
VOCAL COACHING IN
CHISWICK
Classes are running on Mondays after school at Strand
on The Green School from
3:30 - 4:30
for 8 weeks for pupils of
Strand £10 per lesson but
the whole course must be
booked in advance £80.00
Harriet also welcomes adults
and non-Strand pupils for
private lessons £25.00 for
45 mins.
hkrmusic@googlemail.
com 07796990745
...................................
• DRUM TUITION
£35 per hour, £20 per half
hour. Basics to advanced.
drumw4@gmail.com
07748 982 917

Roofing
• Roofing the Wright
Way
07714745395
/02035653423
roofingthewrightway@
yahoo.co.uk
...................................
• McDonald Roofing
020 8896 1117
020 8896 1118
Fax:
020 8896 1119
enquiries@mcdonaldroofing.co.uk
...................................

• Rankcourt Roofing
Contractors
56a Kewbridge Road, TW8
0EW
020 8568 4588
...................................
• P & J Roofing &
Building Contractors Ltd
35 Colville Road,
W3 8BL
020 8993 7700
...................................
• Castle Roofing &
Building Services
146-148 Sheen Road, Richmond, TW9 1UU 020 8940
0923
...................................
• Apollo Roofing
Flat 8 Manor House, Manor
Vale, Brentford, TW8 9JB
020 8896 3789
...................................
• Greene Roofing
67 Greyhound Road,
London, W6 8NH 020 7381
2950

Windows
• Williams Window
Fitters and Conservatories
Based in Chiswick 07748
967 824
...................................
• Timber Sash Windows
12 Wood close, Chiswick, W4
1AR 020 8563 1265
...................................
• Sash Window Specialists
1 Castlebar Road, LONDON,
W5 2DL 07957 699 056
...................................
• Wood Windows Restoration Ltd
Arch A, The Ham, Brentford,
TW8 8EX 020 8587 1477
...................................
• The Wooden Window Workshop London Ltd
28-29 Ealing Broadway,
London, W5 2NP 020
87582786
...................................
• Restoration Windows & Conservatories
Unit 7 Roslin Square,
London, W3 8DH 020
87421122
...................................

CLASSIFIEDS
COMING
SOON.
To buy, sell,
rent
or find visit
www.
chiswickherald.
co.uk
and click on the
classified tab in
menu bar and
follow
instructions.
Its FREE
for private
advertisers.
Traders call
020 3623 0567.
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Brave Scots edged out at the death by Worcester in semi-final first leg
A last gasp penalty try for Worcester Warriors broke London Scottish hearts at the Athletic Ground this afternoon with Dean Ryan’s side securing a narrow 2722 win in the first leg of this Greene King IPA Championship semi-final clash.
After Warriors opened up a daunting
17-3 lead within the first 30 minutes,
the Scots came storming back in a
pulsating encounter and were ahead
22-20 in added time.
But following six Worcester scrums
on the Exiles line, referee Gregor
Garner eventually lost patience with
the hosts, sin-binning prop D’arcy
Rae then awarding Warriors a penalty
try which won them the game, Lamb’s
conversion giving them a slender five
point advantage heading into next Friday’s second leg at Sixways.
It was a courageous effort from the
Richmond side and their stirring
comeback from an early 14 point deficit should give them huge encouragement ahead of next week’s clash.
In gusty conditions, Exiles full-back
Peter Lydon missed a tricky penalty effort early on before Worcester
opened the scoring on six minutes.
After securing line-out ball five metres from the Scots line, scrum-half
Charlie Mulchrone darted to the narrow side, feeding winger Sam Smith
who went over in the right corner.

score his 25th try of the league campaign.

Lamb missed his conversion but Lydon made no mistake on 12 minutes
striking a fine penalty over the posts
from inside his own half, aided by a
strong wind on his back.

Lydon missed the conversion but
from 17-3 down, the Scots had clawed
themselves to within two points of
Worcester after 50 minutes.

Worcester, stung by their home defeat
to Bristol last week, were in a ruthless
mood early doors and went over for
their second score two minutes later.
Lock Darren O’Shea fed Aussie international winger Cooper Vuna who
powered over in the left corner from
close range.
Lamb’s conversion was wide of the
mark again but the Warriors were now
seven points and two tries to the good.
Sam Smith had the chance to claim his
second try on 24 minutes, dropping
the ball with the line in sight.
However fellow winger Vuna made no
mistake on the other side of the pitch,
as he collected Ryan Lamb’s cross
field kick, after Matt Williams failed
to gather, to go over for his brace.
This time Lamb’s conversion was

Warriors indiscipline was costing
them dear with the Scots taking the
lead for the first time on 65 minutes following lock Mike Williams’s
sin-binning.

Mark Bright’s second try of the game, his 26th of the league campaign, put the
Scots in front after 66 minutes.

good and the Warriors were 3-17
ahead after just 28 minutes.
It got worse for the home side when
Mike Doneghan was sin-binned a
minute later but to their credit the 14
men responded superbly with scrumhalf Jamie Stevenson squeezing over
for a try in the left corner.
Lydon nailed the touchline conversion to make it a seven point game
at the break with the Warriors dealt a

late first half blow when replacement
scrum-half Jonny Arr was yellow
carded for a dangerous tackle.
The next score was always going to
be important and it was the Scots who
got it.
Replacement Warriors forward James
Percival was yellow carded for hauling down an attacking Scottish lineout and when the hosts went for another line-out, Mark Bright was at the
end of the resulting driving maul to

Bright got his second of the day, collecting Stevenson’s cute inside pass
to canter in from close range which
moved Scottish ahead for the first
time, 20-17.
Lydon conversion made it 22-17 as
we entered the final 15 minutes of a
gripping contest.
Worcester hit back through a Ryan
Lamb penalty soon afterwards and in
the final minute it was heartache for
the Scots when Garner awarded Warriors the decisive penalty try.

Tunnicliffe: Familiar Story
with Fulham
‘Silly goals’ cost Fulham in their 4-2
defeat at Norwich City on the final
day of the season, according to Ryan
Tunnicliffe.
The Canaries had already qualified for the Play-Offs and after Tim
Hoogland limped off early on, the
hosts took a 2-0 lead into the break
through goals from Bradley Johnson
and Nathan Redmond.

to keep their momentum going. We
wanted to come here and play attacking, attractive football but they
were miles better than us in the first
half and we didn’t play as well as we
could.

Graham Dorrans made it 3-0 to the
hosts on 81 minutes, but Matt Smith
pulled one back before Johnson
scored at both ends of the pitch in
stoppage time.

“I think we came out and gave it a
go in the second but ultimately silly
goals cost us again.
“Losing Tim was a blow. Niko [Nikolay Bodurov] can play there if need be
but he’s not an out-and-out full-back
so it was difficult for him. He did his
defensive duties well but obviously
we lost Tim’s attacking runs.”

“It was always going to be a hard
game coming here,” Tunnicliffe told
the official website at Carrow Road.
“They were on a high and wanted

It’s been a strange season for Tunnicliffe. Out of favour under Felix Magath, he went on loan to Blackburn
Rovers but was recalled in January

by Kit Symons and played 24 times
as the Whites clawed their way to Sky
Bet Championship safety.
“I started the season not in the reckoning and getting a decent loan move
and playing,” said Tunnicliffe. “The
gaffer called me back, we’ve fought
hard to try and stay in the league and
we’ve picked up our form. From the
position we were in when the Manager took over, we’ve done alright. You
can’t fault the effort from any of the
lads, some of the results haven’t been
what we’d have liked but our aim was
to stay in the league and we’ve done
that.”
Attention now turns to next season
for Fulham and having a more productive campaign.
“We’ve learnt lessons,” said Tunnicliffe. “Even today, coming to Nor-

wich and seeing how they play - they
play attractive football but they’re
nice and solid and hard to break
down. I think we’ve got to do better
at both ends before we can push on.

Over the summer there will be changes and Kit can stamp his own way
on how he wants us to play. We’ll be
much better next season.”

Quins: Yarde named DHL Supporters’ Player of the Month
Marland Yarde has edged teammates
Ollie Lindsay-Hague and Chris Robshaw to be named DHL Supporters’
Player of the Month for April.
Yarde has been in scintillating form in
2015, which has seen him score six of
his eight tries for the season and well
and truly establish himself on the Harlequins right wing.

With two crucial matches during
April, Marland was a constant attacking threat and found himself on
the score sheet in both victories. His
performances now have him back
knocking on the door of England selection.
Yarde edged out fullback Ollie Lind-

say-Hague who has been standing in
for the injured Mike Brown and was
a key performer in the win against
Gloucester, including scoring the
winning try. In second place was England Captain Chris Robshaw who is
playing at the peak of his powers right
now as the World Cup gets nearer and
nearer.

Congratulations to Marland on being
named April’s DHL Supporters’ Player of the Month. May’s poll will open
at the conclusion of the Harlequins
season.
Next game: Quins vs BATH 8th May
2015 - Kick off 7:45 PM
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Bees make Play-Offs after comfortable home win
Brentford’s season will go in to extra time after a 3-0 final day win against Wigan Athletic took them in to the Sky Bet Championship Play-Offs.
The Bees started the day seventh and
knew they needed to win and for other results to go their way for them
to make the top six. But with Derby
County, who started the day sixth, losing at home to Reading and Ipswich
Town, who were fifth at kick-off, beaten at Blackburn Rovers, Brentford’s
win was enough. And once Alex
Pritchard scored the opening goal just
before the half hour, the result at Griffin Park was never really in doubt.
That took The Bees in to the Play-Offs
in the ‘as-it-stands’ table and they never relinquished that position.
Jota scored seconds after half time
to make it two and then set up Andre
Gray for a third goal late on.
James Tarkowski saw a late penalty
saved as Brentford threatened to run
riot but the final whistle brought jubilant scenes to Griffin Park as a PlayOff spot was secured.
Wigan started the game well, seemingly free of pressure with their relegation confirmed.
They had the inventive Kim BoKyung just in behind strikers Billy
Mckay and Marc-Antoine Fortuné
and they pressed Brentford back. The
Bees found it hard to play out from the
back in the early stages, forced in to
playing longer balls or going back to
goalkeeper David Button to build play
again.
Wigan were winning the ball in dangerous areas and had enough players
in attacking positions to turn posses-

sion in to chances. Button saved from
Fortuné and then kept out a Gaëtan
Bong effort. Fortuné thought they had
scored 20 minutes in but the goal was
ruled out as Bong had pulled a cross
back after the ball had crossed the line.
They were unable to move the ball as
they would have liked and did not have
a lot of good attacking possession.
Pritchard forced Lee Nicholls in to an
early save but when the half reached
the midway point Wigan would have
been much happier.
A Mckay shot deflected wide for the
visitors and the striker then saw a shot
deflect on to the roof of the net.
From the resulting corner, played
short, James Perch let fly with shot
that was deflected off target.
Brentford were starting to get more
than their fair of possession as the
minutes ticked by but without creating
much to worry Wigan.
Pritchard created a chance for Gray
after getting on to an Alan Judge nod
down but the striker’s shot was deflected away for a corner.
When Judge delivered the dead ball,
Pritchard’s flicked header flew across
the face of goal.
The Bees were starting to build up a
head of steam and Gray was cynically
hacked down by Harry Maguire as he
looked to get away.
That, however, only gave Pritchard the
chance he needed.
The midfield player let fly with a free
kick that took a deflection and fizzed
in to the top corner to put Brentford

Pritchard celebrates with fans at Griffin park

in front.
Wigan refused to lie down and Button saved from Tim Chow before
Harlee Dean made a fine tackle as
Mckay bore down on goal.
The Bees had a chance to make it two
at the other end when Gray got away
after a defensive slip, he squared to
Pritchard but Perch made a recovery
tackle and the chance was gone.
Brentford did manage to recycle possession but Pritchard’s shot hit Judge
on its way towards goal.
Moses Odubajo saw a shot on the
turn saved and Gray almost scored
when he got on to a lofted pass from
Pritchard but he toe-ended the ball

wide with Nicholls bearing down on
him.
Kim fired over at the end of the first
half as Brentford went in at the break
knowing they were doing enough but
aware they needed to make the game
safe.
And they scored seconds after the restart.
Odubajo burst forward and slipped a
ball through to Jota, faced with only
Nicholls to beat, the Spaniard slotted
the ball under the goalkeeper and in.
And with Wigan starting to run out of
steam, Brentford moved through the
gears. A Judge cross eluded defend-

ers but did not fall kindly for Gray to
convert and Tarkowski hit the crossbar from a Pritchard pull back. Judge
brought a fine save out of Nicholls
with a low shot after good work from
Jota before Gray was tackled by Maguire as he looked set to put an Odubajo cross in.
Nicholl saved from Jota and then at
the feet of Judge before the third goal
came with ten minutes remaining,
Jota was the architect with a fine run
and pass, Gray latched on to it and
lashed it under Nicholls and in.
Button saved from Jordan Flores and
a long-range effort from Jermaine
Pennant but Brentford were rampant.
Nicholl saved a Jonathan Douglas lob
and when Judge exchanged passes
with Dean he was brought crashing
down by Don Cowie. Tarkowski’s
penalty was hard and low but Nicholls went to his right to keep it out.
Alan McCormack almost sealed the
game with a spot from a Tommy
Smith cut back but the effort was
weak and hit Jota,
It proved not to matter as referee
Andy Woolmer brought the game to
a close and ensure Brentford had finished fifth in the table.
Brentford now face Middlesbrough
home and away for a chance to go to
Wembley for the Sky Bet Championship Play-Off Final, which would
leave them 90 minutes from the Premier League.

Joey Barton: ‘A point would have been no good - we needed all three’
- Liverpool 2 QPR 1
after Nedum Onuoha’s second
booking in the 82nd minute –
looked set for a share of the
spoils after Leroy Fer had cancelled out Philippe Coutinho’s
opener at Anfield.

Joey Barton was disappointed

JOEY Barton was as disappointed as anyone at the final whistle on Saturday, but
he recognised afterwards the
point that was snatched away
late on at Liverpool wasn’t
enough for QPR – they needed
all three owing to other results.
Rangers – down to ten men

www.qpr.co.uk: “We are bitterly disappointed because we
felt we did more than enough
to earn a point but in the context of it all, I’m not too sure
how much a point would have
helped us.

eryone has put a shift in. Everybody has had a go, and the
fans know that. They can see
we are all giving it everything
out there.”

“We had to go to Anfield and
get all three.

Barton accepted QPR got off to
a slow start against Liverpool,
before they gradually worked
their way back into the game.

With relegation rivals Leicester City, Sunderland and Aston
Villa all winning, Rangers’
frustration at the late goal was
tempered by the knowledge
that a point was not realistically enough.

“It’s very, very disappointing
but we’ll continue to fight. The
manner in which we’ve conceded goals in recent weeks
and months is very disappointing, and we need to go away
and become a lot more rigid
and robust, certainly in the last
ten minutes of games.

“In the first half they probably
just shaded it,” he said. “We
didn’t really settle, and were
certainly slow out of the traps.
We settled into the game coming up to half-time and deservedly got back into it, and then
there were a couple of really
key decisions.”

The R’s are now seven points
adrift of safety with three
games left, and Barton told

“But you look around that
dressing room and you can’t
fault anyone – to a man, ev-

“The ref gives the penalty, and
Rob makes a fantastic save to
keep us in the game, and then

But Steven Gerrard – who
earlier saw his penalty saved
by Rob Green – grabbed the
winner with just three minutes
remaining.

Nedum has made a tackle
where he had to go in for it,
and he just slightly mistimed
it.
“Down to ten men, it makes it
more difficult and you have to

give credit to Liverpool for the
goal – it was a fantastic ball in
and Steven Gerrard did what
Steven Gerrard does, scoring
very important goals for Liverpool.”

PENALTY SAVE: Green keeps out Gerard’s spot-kick

